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ABSTRACT 

The developmemt of new analytical and numerical methods 

for the calculation of ship resistance in broken, pack ice, 

or ice floe covered waters, as well as full scale and model 

testing, has been addressed in this dissertation . 

In this study three methods for the calculation of ship 

resistance are presented. The first analytical formulation 

of ship resistance in ice fragments (The Micro Model) is based 

on the calculation of energy loss due to an impact between an 

advancing ship and an ice floe . Based on The Kinetic Theory 

of Gases (molecule collision and pressure) the number of 

possible ice floes colliding with the ship, in a given time, 

was estimated and consequently total ship energy loss and ship 

resistance was determined . The second approach for the 

calculation of ship resistance due to ice floes (The Macro 

Mode l) was formulated and developed based on the analysis of 

water drag of displaced ice floes. The Macro Model is based 

on the prediction of the total forces acting on the ship as 

a result of the displacement of a large number of ice floes 

out of the ship's path. 

Both analytical models have been formulated to aC'!count 

for both the ship characteristics and ice cover properties . 

Numeric al calculations of ship resistance for existing ship 
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hull forms have been performed and presented, in this study, 

using the newly developed models. 

A numerical calculation method based on the distinct 

element method has been introduced in this dissertation as a 

new approach for the calculation of ship resistance in ice 

floe or pack ice. 

Besides the analytical and the numerical approaches 

developed, a number of model test experiments were conducted 

in simulated broken ice cover to measure ship resistance 

increase due to ice fragments. 

A Full-Scale field measurement program was beyond the 

scope of this study. However, results from existing full 

~cale tests, available in the literature, have been collected, 

analysed and presented in this study . 

Results frC"'m the new analytical and numerical models, 

model test experiments, and full scale field measurements, 

have been presented in this study to verify the validity of 

the different approaches, 

This study has developed new methods or tools for 

calculating the ship resistance in broken ice. This study has 

shown that it is possible to predict with reasonable accuracy, 

the magnitude of ship resistance in a given ice floe or pack. 

ice cover. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 SHIP IN ICE 

Ships are often required to navigate northern seas , 

oceans , lakes and rivers in winter months . These ships are 

faced with the problem of sailing through one form or another 

of ice cover, floating on the surface of the water. Ice may 

be free floating, or anchored to the sea floor or to the shore 

line, either in sheet or non-consolidated form. 

Type and e xtent of ice features depend on location, 

time of year, and on weather and environmental conditions of 

wind, current and waves. 

Ice has been classified by scientists and engineers 

based on a number of criterion, such as by type (fresh water 

or sea ice) and by ice growth stage (new ice, first year ice, 

multi-year ice). Detailed ice glossary and classification are 

shown in Appendix I. However, for ship operation in ice 

covered waters, ice has been classified by Naval Architects 

into four principal types : 

Continous ice cover or sheet ice. 

Broken ice pieces or ice floes . 



Ice ridges 

Icebergs and bergy bits. 

Ships advancing through continous or sheet ice 

experience high resistance, and therefore, require high 

power or a high power to displacement ratio to maintain 

reasonable advance speeds . This is due to the fact, that a 

ship has to break the ice sh~~t into small ice pieces which 

have then to be removed or displaced from a ship 1 s path. 

When available ship power is not adequate enough for 

the ship to break the ice sheet , at reasonable speeds; or when 

the ship is faced with ice thicknesses beyond its capabilities 

to break in a continous mode, and in case of encounter with 

ice ridges or ice rubble fields, ships resort to ramming. 

Ramming is conducted through backing of the ship to an 

adequate distance then speeding up and impacting the ship 1 s 

bow against the ice edge, hence discharging its kinetic energy 

into potential, breaking and crushing energy and as a result 

the j_-::::e fails and the ship advances into the ice slowly 

through repeated cycles of impacts or rams. 

In broken-, or floe-, ice infested waters, ships 

advance in the ice cover by pushing the ice pieces away from 

their path. Breaking of small to moderate ice floes seldom 

occurs as the ship advances through the ice cover by removing 



the ice blocks from its path. This process of ice floe 

movement and displacement results in an increase of ship 

resistance or a decrease of ship speed . 

The resistance of a ship in broken ice is generally 

higher than open water resistance (could be 

more times, depending on ice condition). 

high as two or 

However, this 

resistance is usually smaller than ice sheet breaking 

resistanc. Prediction of the increase of ship resistance in 

broken ice covered waters, due to ice floes, is the subject 

of this study . 

In the case of ship navigation in waters infested with 

icebergs or bergy bits, the emphasis is placed on the early 

detection and the avoidance of icebergs . Ships often 

voluntarily slow down in these waters so that detection is 

more accurate and avoidance maneuvers may be performed 

successfully. 

For any ship to operate successfully in ice infested 

waters it must perform her designated mission efficiently, 

with reasonably acceptable speeds and without damage. This 

dictates two basic ship requirements : 

- Ship is stn:.cturally strong enough to withstand 

any possible ice damage. 

- Ship is powerful enough to maintain a reasonably 



acceptable speed in ice. 

In order to meet these two requirements the ship has 

to operate under speed- and ice-limiting conditions. These 

limitations have to be met in order for the ship to operate 

safely. Figure 1.1 shows a presentation of limiting condition 

curves for ship operation, where the hatched area represents 

the limiting envelope where the ship can operate safely and 

economically in broken or pack ice. 

In this study the ship has been treated as if it has 

unlimited strength e.g. no structure stresses or damage will 

occur while sailing in broken ice covered waters. The 

emphasis of this study is limited therefore, to the analysis 

of ship resistance and speed relations in ice floe fields . 

Most research and development work in the area of ship 

performance in ice has been devoted to the problem of ship 

navigation in continuous or sheet ice. However broken ice 

coverage is typical of large areas in the Arctic and Subarctic 

regions yet very little atter.tion was given to broken ice 

navigation problem. 

1. 2 BROKEN OR FLOE XCE 

Broken or floe ice cover is commonly occurs in cold 
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oceans, rivers or lakes by means of a :-tumber of mechanisms 

- Ice floes are formed during initial freeze up under 

storm conditions. 

- Broken ice is produced by wind, waves, currents and 

thermal stresses. 

- Broken ice is produced by icebreakers and ship traffic. 

Ships navigating cold waters often sail through 

waters covered with floe or broken ice. In fact, broken 

ice is faced by ships more frequently than either ice sheets 

or ridges. Levine et al . (1974) estimated that s.1ips in the 

Great Lakes sail through broken ice 75% to 90% of the time, 

in the winter. 

Broken ice covered waters extend over large areas of 

the Arctic and Subarctic regions. The severity and extent 

of the ice coverage depends on the location, enviromental 

driving forces, and the time of the year. 

Ice conditions have been monitored, recorded and 

documented by a number of nations for many years. Information 

on ice condition and extent are collected using ship 

observations, aerial photography and satellite imagery. A 

good example of international cooperation in ice observation 

in the North Atlantic is the c reation and operation of the 



Fiq.1.2 Ice Condtions Off canada 1 s East Coast 
(After Markham, 198) 



International Ice Patrol. Figure 1. 2 (explained in detail by 

Markham, 1980) shows the e xtent and the condition of ice 

co·•erage off canada • s East coast during a two week period 

e nding March 26. This ice record is based o n the average ice 

conditions observed during the years 1963 to 1973 by the 

Canadian Department of Environment. 

Broken ice cover can be classified on the basis of a 

number of parameters : 

Ice floe concentration . 

Size of broken ice pieces . 

Type of ice. 

Age of ice. 

Size distribution of ice floes. 

shape of ice pieces . 

Thickness of ice. 

The concentration of ice is defined as the total area 

of ice in a given water surface area divided by this area, or 

area of ice per unit surface area of ocean . This ratio is 

e xpressed in a point system from 1 to 10 where 1 is equivalent 

to 1/10 or 10 percent ice coverage, and 10 is equivalent to 

10/10 or 100 percent ice coverage. As shown in Fig.l.3, from 

Canadian Coast Guard ( 1977) , pack ice coverage has also bee n 
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classified as, open water, very open pack, open pack, close 

pack and pack. 

The size of ice floes c a n be classified into (Canadian 

coast Guard, 1977): 

- Giant floes which are greater than 10 km in diameter. 

- Vast floes which are between 2 and 10 km in diameter. 

- Big floes which are between 500 and 2000 m in 

diameter. 

- Medium floes which are betwe en 100 and 500 m in 

diameter . 

- Small floes which are between 20 and 100 m in diameter 

- Ice cake which :;.s between 2 and 20 m in diameter . 

- Brash ice which is less than 2 m in diameter. 

Ice floe coverage is usually a mixture of different 

sizes of ice floes which have an ide ntifiable size trend . 

The size of ice ~ragments depend on many factors such 

as ice type and thickness, and environmental forces causing 

the breaking of ice, and possibly on ship navigation activity 

in the area . A study was conducted by Tuovinen (1979) to 

measure the size distribution in three different broken ice 

channels in the Baltic Sea. The measurements of the ice floe 

size were done with the aide of photographs of the channels. 
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The study concluded that the size distribuion of ice block 

follows a log-normal probability distribution function. 

Ice type in broken ice covered waters, may be either 

first year or multi year ice, with differences in mechanical 

and physical properties. Also, depending on the area 

concerned ice may be fresh water ice, sea ice or a 

combination having a salinity somewhere between the two ice 

types. 

The shape of ice fragments is perceived to be random; 

however, aerial photography of large Arctic areas has shown 

more triangular and rectangular shapes. Cusps generated by 

icebreakers are usually of crescent shape which are close to 

triangular shape. 

Newly formed ice floes tend to have a circular shape, 

and ice fragments often lose their sharp edges and become 

more circular in shape under the influence of severe 

environmental conditions. 

The thickness of broken fragments of ice depends on the 

original ice sheet thickness. It also depends on the extent 

of melting due to rain, sun and water temperature. 

Ships advancing through broken ice covered waters 

experience an increase in resistance, or a decrease in their 

advancing speed, due to the extra work or energy required to 

remove the ice from their path . 
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1. 3 THE PROBLEM OF SHIP IN BROKEN ICE 

Most research and development attention has been 

devoted to the problem of breaking continuous or sheet ice. 

Even in the last decade efforts have been focussed on the 

problem of ship resistance and powering in continous ice. 

Little work has been done in the area of ship resistance in 

broken ice. 

The problem of ship performance in ice floe cover is of 

great importance to both ship designers and operators. This 

problem became even more important with the tremendous 

increase in cold water navigation due to : 

Offshore oil and gas exploration and development. 

ocean resource exploration. 

Mineral exploration and development in Northern regions . 

Fisheries resource utilization. 

sovereignty and security of the economic and national 

zones 

Northern settlements , 

Large portions of nav igation areas covered with the 

above activities are areas infested with broken or floe ice. 

These activities do not always require the services of large 
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icebreakers. In fact, 1:he type of vessel which may 

experience ice floe navis•ation could be : 

Liquid, bulk and general cargo ships. 

Ferries and passanger vessels. 

Offshore fishing vessels. 

Fisheries patrol vessels. 

Security and coast guard vessels. 

Naval vessels. 

Offshore oil and gas s upply and service vessels. 

1. 4 IMPORTANCE OF SOLVING THIS PROBLEM 

For any type of vessel intended for Arctic or subarctic 

winter operation , it is essential to solve the problem of ship 

resistance prediction in different ice conditions. Vessels 

that are being designed for operation in ice floe infested 

waters, must be able to sail, with reasonable acceptable 

speeds, in these waters. It is therefore , important to have 

the knowledge and the tools to evaluate the incn~ases of ship 

resistance, or the reductions in sn.1p speed , under these floe 

ice conditions. This knowledge is important in the early 

design stages of new vessels as it dictates the powering and 

the propeller design requirements . This same information for 
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existing vessels will allow for the prediction of the 

magnitude of speed loss or delays, in given ice conditions on 

certain routes , 

In addition to the prediction of ship resistance in 

broken ice, study of the ship resistance in fragmented ice is 

important for the understanding of the icebreaking resistance 

in sheet i~.;e. This is due to the fact that the resistance of 

a ship in solid sheet ice consists of a number of resistance 

components including the broken ice clearing component. 

Figure 1. 4 shows possible benefits and applications of 

the study of ship resistance in ice floe covered waters. 

1 . 5 HIGHLIGHTS OF PREVIOUS WORK 

Most previous work on the ship ice problem has 

concentrated on the study of co::tinuous sheet ice ship 

resistance ( icebreaking) . Recently, a li.'nited number of 

studies address the problem of broken ice ship resistance . 

In the early fifties research work in the U.S.S.R. was 

reported by Nogid (1959). A number of expressions were 

presented for calcu).ation of ship resistance in broken ice . 

However, most available work is empirical in nature and is 

therefore limited in its application for different hull forms 

or ice conditions . 
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1. 6 METHOD OP APPROACH 

In the field of naval architecture and ship design 

three approa-:hes are usually available for the problem of ship 

resistance predictions, namely calculation of resistance from 

existing model series results, conducting ship model testing 

in a towing tank, and performing theoretical calculations 

using existing foriLLulations. The resistance of ships in 

broken ice covered waters has been formulated, in this thesis , 

based on the development of analytical and numerical models. 

These models calculate the magnitude of ship re:sistance based 

on the analysis of the interaction process between the ship 

and the ice floes. The resistance of the ship was also 

evaluated based on the measurements of model ship resistance 

in a simulated ice cover, in a towing tank. Results of the 

analytical, numerical and experimental approaches, developed 

in this thesis , are presented together with full scale tes t 

results from existing literature. 

1. 7 STUDY OBJECTIVES 

The objectiv e of this study is to formulate and develop 

methods or tools to predict the magnitude of ship resistance 

in broken or floe ice (Aboulazm, 1985) . The calculation 
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methods should be applicable for different ship parameters 

and ice cover characte ristics. Resistance of ships is to be 

calculated for ships with differe nt displacement, length, beam 

and hull shape. Also, the resistance calculaticn for a given 

ship is to be possible for different ice concentration, size, 

thickness and shape . 

For verification, the analytical and numerical broken 

ice resistance calculation methods should be supported by 

model testing results and available full scale ship test 

results . 

1. 8 THESIS LAYOUT 

This dissertation is divided i nto ten chapters. 

chapter one covers the background to the problem of ship 

navigation in broken ice , objec tives and applications of the 

study a nd t he approach used to carry out the work. Chapter 

two is a rev iew of l i terature conducted in the area of general 

ship navigation i n ice and in particular ships sailing in 

broken ice covered waters. The review covers theoretical 

work, experimental model testing work and full scale field 

measurements in both Eastern and Western Block count::ies . 

Development of the analytical Micro Model is presented in 

chapte r three and of the Ma cro Mode l i n Chapter four. Chapter 
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five introduces and describes the rigid dis crete element 

method and its application in the numerical calculation of 

ship resistance in floe ice. The experimental investigation 

and the model test experiments are reported in chapters six 

and seven. Chapter eight contains the results of full scale 

ship resistance from existing literature . Results of this 

study are reported in Cha pter nine. Discussions of the 

results, the conclusions of this study and recommendations 

for future research are presented in chapter ten. 
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CHAPTER 2 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

2.1 ICE NAVIGATION 

Throughout the years there has always been a need for 

moving people and supplies to and from northern regions using 

the most common mode of transportation, namely, water 

transportation. Ships were successfully used throughout the 

summer in the Arctic and Subarctic regions, and until the late 

fall, depending on the region. Heavier more powerful ships 

were needed to assist in navigation in the winter, and the 

first icebereak.ing ship was built in the late eighteen 

century, in Germany, to assist ships in harbour navigation. 

since then a large number of icebreakers and ice strengthened 

vessels have been designed and built for ice navigation. A 

comprehensive review of icebreaking devel opment over the 

years, up to the mid sixties, is given by White (1965). In 

the last two decades, as a result of the increase in the 

demand for icebreakers and ice capable ships, extensive 

research has been conducted in the icebreaking and icebreaker 

design field. This research activity produced a number of 

major research papers, reports and dissertations which are 
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available in the open literature, (Popov et al., 1967; 

Kashteljan et al 1968; Enkvist, 1972; Milano, 1972; Vance, 

1974; Chu, 1974; Naegl~. 1980; Hysing, 1981; Carter, 1983}. 

To understand and t:-redict the performance of existing 

ships, or to embark on a new design for ships to operate in 

ice covered waters, it is necessary, not only to understand 

the ice forces on the ship but to estimate the thrust and 

power required to maintain the designed head speeds in ice. 

The study of ship performance in ice covered waters 

follows two main streams : 

- Ship structure strength requirements for ice 

navigation; this covered the calculation of 

ship-ice interaction forces and ship hull 

stresses, vibrations due to ice and ship hull 

stucture design requirements for ice navigation 

(scantling). 

- Ship power requirements to navigate in a given ice 

condition at different ship speeds; this 

covered the areas of, analysis of the 

icebreaking process, ship resistance 

measurements and calculation, propeller design 

and efficiency, 

optimization. 

hull form design and 
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Other related areas of interest cover the problem of 

propeller ice interaction, ice physical and mechanical 

properties as related to ship navigation in ice. 

The problem of ship po~er requirements for ice 

navigation has been analysed by many naval architects and 

researchers over the years. Three main approaches were 

followed to analyse and pred_;_ct ti1e resistance of a ship in 

ice covered waters: 

- Analytical formul a tion of algorithms to calculate 

the resistance for a given ship in a given ice 

condition. 

Testing of ship models in simulated ice covers. 

This was carried out either in frozen water or 

in artificial materials simulating the 

mechanical properties of natural ice. 

- Full scale ship measurements of s hip power levels, 

thrust and speed in natural ice conditions. 

In all three approaches the objective was to predict 

the full scale ship re:;istance in any percieved ice condition 

and to establish ship capabilities in ice. A large effort was 

devoted to compare, correlate and validate the results 

obtained, by one method with another. The best solutjo;t to 
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the ship resistance prediction problem is obviously when the 

three approaches of analytical calculation, model testing and 

full scale testing produce comparable results. This is always 

the target of any study, however it is difficult to achieve 

in all circumstances. 

Most ship resistance studies efforts have concentrated 

on the problem of ship resistance in continuous sheet ice. 

Very little attention was given to the problem of ship 

resistance in broken ice. Consequently very few scientific 

and technical materials are available in the open literature 

in this area. A number of researchers have concluded that 

more research work is needed in this important area of ice 

navigation in floe ice. 

2 • 2 SHIPS IN BROKEN ICE 

Prediction of ship resistance in broken ice or pack 

ice has become increasingly important in recent years. This 

is due to the following: 

- The increase in ships navigating cold waters. 

- The existance of large water surface area 

covered with broken or pack ice . 

- The practice of commercial ships of following 
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icebreakers through sheet ice; in this case 

these vessels navigate in channels filled with 

broken ice. 

- The fact that the study of broken ice resistance 

may support the understanding of non-breaking 

components of continuous sheet ice resistance. 

The review of literature presented in the following 

sections was conducted to investigate the need for new 

analytical formulations or methods, for the calculatior. and 

prediction of ship resistance in broken ice. 

2. 3 EARLY MODEL TESTS 

A large number of tests of ship models in simulated 

ice have been conducted in the recent past. Model testing was 

performed in Canada, u.s.A., U.S.S.R., Finland, Japan, sweden, 

Norway and Denmark in towing tanks specially adapted to ice 

modelling. The great majority of these tests were conducted 

to measure ship resistance in continuous ice sheets. 

Diffei:'=:nt materials were used to simulate the material 

strength of ice in a model form. 

Very little research attention was given to conducting 

ship model res istance tests in model ice covers simulating ice 
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floe infested waters. 

The first model testing in broken ice was conducted in 

the Soviet Union in the late Forties and early Fifties . 

Results of these experiments were reported to the West more 

than ten years after the tests were conducted. Nogid {1959) 

pres~nted the modelling laws and simulation techniques for 

model testing in broken ice . He also reported on a model 

testing program conducted in the U.S.S.R . on the icebreaker 

"Josif Stalin" in 1950 and 1951 using models 1/29, 1/40, 1/50, 

1/60, 1/100 of full scale in ice floes 6 meters (full scale) 

with concentration of 60%. No test results were presented by 

Nogid. 

Bronnikov (1959) reported 011 a series of model tests 

of cargo ships, which took place between 1953 and 1955 in the 

towing tank of the Leningrad Shipbuilding Institute. Based 

on the model tests Bronnikov proposed the following relation 

for correlating model resistance to full scale ship: 

R 

Where: 

R' (D/0' )'(h/h') m (C/C')" (d/d') '[ (L/B)/ (L/B) 'J' 

(C.,/C,')'[(B/8,)/(B/B,) 'l' (2.1) 

R = Ship resistance in ice floe. 

R 1 = Ship resistance of reference {parent) ship. 

0 = Ship displacement. 
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h = Ice thickness. 

c = Ice concentration. 

d = Ice floe diameter. 

L - Ship length. 

B = Ship beam. 

Cb= Ship block coefficient. 

81 = Ice channel width. 

Parameters with comma refer to a reference ship. 

The parameters s, m, n, p, q, r and k are parametric 

coefficients which depend on the Froude nuilber F,, as follows : 

s ~ 1 - (m+p) / 3 

m ~ 0. 267 F,.o.67 

n ~ o. 785 F,-o.49J 

p ~ 1. 65 F,0.42 + 0. 35 

q ~ 1. 93 F,0.42 - 0. 6 

r ~ J. 24 F2.21 + 1. 25 

k ~ 0. 034 F;1.31 

Dubrovin (1970) also reported on the U.S.S.R . 

experimental investigations of ship motion in broken ice '*hich 

took place in the late Forties and early Fifties. The ship 

models used were for the icebreakers "Sibiz" and "Ezmack11 and 
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for the cargo ship "Lena". No description was given for these 

vessels and their characteristics. 

To evaluate the r e lative magnitude of continuous 

icebreaJdng resistance compon~nts, Chu (1974) conducted ship 

model tests in a broken ice channel. In this type of testing, 

ship models were towed in a presawn track in the ice sheet. 

The ice sheet was s awed in a constant pa ttern and the ice 

coverage was 100 t. 

In a related field a number of model testing programs 

were conducted to measure ship r e s i s tanc e i n brash ice and 

ice clogged channels (Lev ine et al, 1974 ; Kostilainen and 

Hanhirova , 1982; Eskola, 1983 ; Tatinclaux , 1984; and Kitazawa 

and Ettema, 1985) . 

To study the clearing efficiency o f the ship hull and 

the ice floe impact frequency on the rudder and screw , 

Herfjord and Hysing ( 1981) conducted a s mall scale model test 

on a bulkship in SO%: and 100%: broken ice i n a small tank at 

the Ship and Ocean Laboratory in Trondheim . 

2. 4 FIELD MEASUREMENTS 

Over the last few decades a large number of full scale 

s hip tests were performed on ships operating in ice covered 

waters . The t e sts were conduct e d e ithe r during a routi ne ship 
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operation schedule, or through special purpose ice 

expeditions. Full scale ship tests were conducted for many 

reasons related to environmental ice conditions, ship 

operation performance, ship equipment performance or to 

observe and document the ship-ice interaction propcess and the 

resulting ship hull stresses and vibrations. 

The early ship field tests were conducted on 

icebreakers and later, as the interest in the Arctic increased 

and the resource development in the Arctic became more 

achievable , a number of other types of commercial and 

industrial ships were tested in ice. In the last two decades 

tankers, bulk carriers, cargo and offshore supply ships have 

been tested in differing ice conditions, varying from 

continuous sheet ice to ice ridges, in different areas of the 

world. These tests have been reported by Korri and Varsta 

(1979), Mookhoek et al (1981) and German et al. (1981). 

Most of these tests were for measuring ship powering 

in sheet ice and very few tests were conducted for the sole 

purpose of measuring ship performance in broken ice. A 

limited number of full scale tests were conducted to measure 

ship resistance in brash ice (Vance, 1980) . Michailidis and 

Murday (1981) reported on the full scale field test of the 

"CCGS Franklin11 where the ice cover was a combination of brash 

ice and broken ice. Also Ashton et al (1972) reported on 
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similar tests in the Mississippi river with the "MV RENEE G" 

with and without tow barges. Results and discussions of many 

of these tests have been documented and published in the open 

literature. However, most of these tests do not cover the 

area of ice floe or pack ice resistance. Results of these 

tests are, therefore, not useful for accurate comparisons and 

verifications with other broken ice resistance prediction 

methods. 

2. 5 EMPIRICAL APPROACH 

In the early work in the area of ship resistance in 

broken ice a complete analytical method to calculate the ship 

resistance did not exist. However, a number of equations were 

proposed by the Soviet researchers based on full scale 

observation.s or on limited model tests. 

An empirical expression for ship resistance in broken 

ice was proposed by L. M. Nogid (Kashtelyan et al, 1968), 

based on early ship model testing. The expresssion can be 

written as : 

( 2. 2) 

Where: R; Ship resistance in broken ice. 
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D Ship displacement. 

L Ship length. 

B Ship beam. 

Fr = Froude number. 

A = A coefficient which is a function of ice floe 

size and ship speed. 

K = A coefficient which is a function of ice 

packing, ice thickness and ship speed. 

The above coefficients are to be determined from graphs. 

From other model experiments the following formula was 

proposed later: 

Where: R; = Ship resistance in ice floes. 

Ow = Specific weight of water. 

L Ship length. 

B Ship beam. 

r = Extent of ice floe. 

h Ice floe thickness. 

(2. 3) 

d = A dimensionless coefficient which depends on 

the degree of ice packing and on the width of 

channel filled with broken ice. 
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c = A dimensionless coefficient depending on the 

ice concentration. 

Fr = Froude number. 

The coefficients, m,n,k,p and q are empirical 

exponents which depend on ice concentration. 

For ice floe concentration of 8/10 and for an unlimited 

width of the channel, Eq.2.3 has been presented by L. M. Nogid 

(Kashtelyan et al, 1968) as: 

Bronnikov (1959) proposed the following relation based 

on a parent hull model test for ice thickness of 0.8 m and ice 

concentration of 8 / 10: 

R; 977 F,'·42 (D/10920)'(h/ 0.8)m(C/O. S)"(df7.3)P 

[6.6/ (L/B) )q(0.65/Cb)'[l5B/B,) ) '(2.4) 

Where: Fr = Froude number. 

0 Ship displacement. 

h Ice floe thickness . 

C Ice floe concentration. 

d Ice floe length. 



L "" Ship length. 

B = Ship beam. 
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cb = Block coefficient of the ship . 

8 1 = Ice channel width. 

s,m,n,p,q,r are empirical coefficients. 

Buzuev and Ryvlin (1961) proposed a formula based on 

model testing: 

Where: 

(2 . 5) 

C1 , c2, c3 are empirical coefficients which depend on 

the ship hull form and ice floe condition. 

Based on a field test program using 11 a powerful 

icebreaker" Buzuev and Ryvlin (1966) proposed the following 

empirical relation for ship resistance in small and medium 

ice floes 

(2.6) 

Where: ~ = Ice floe resista.,ce in tons. 

h Ice t:hickness in meters. 

V Ship s peed in m, s . 
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C " An empirical coefficient characterizing the 

influence of ice floe size . This coefficient 

is to be determined from a graph. 

Kashtelyan et al, (1968) proposed the following semi

empirical formula for the estimation of ship resistance in 

floe ice : 

R; =a; (rh)'12 (B/2) 2 [K,(l+21' QH L/ B) + K, I'Q(L/B)C] 

+ ~ a1 rh B (JJ.+ aH Tana0 ) F, 

Where: 

(2. 7) 

R; = Pure ice resistance of a ship in broken ice. 

r = Ice floe extent. 

a; = Specific mass of ice . 

h = Ice thickness . 

1J = Coefficient of friction between ice and ship 

hull. 

a = Ice waterplane area coefficient. 

aH = Waterplane area coefficient of bow area. 

a 0 = Half of entering angle of the bow part of the 

ship . 

F, = Froude number. 

K1 ,~,K3,~ are empirical coe fficie nts to be 
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determined from graphs. 

A number of formulations and approximate equations have 

been proposed recently in North America for fast calculation 

of ship resistance in broken or pack ice (Gill et al., 1981 

and German et al. ,1981, Vinoggradov, 1986) 

In the area of brash and rubble ice ship resistance, 

a number of relationships and empirical e xpressions have been 

proposed . Due to the differences in ice characteristics, 

these e xpressions are presented here for general guidanc e. 

Based on model testing of a Great lake bulk carrier, Levine, 

Voelker and Mentz (1974) proposed the following empirical 

relationship for hull resistance in brash ice : 

Where: 

R 1.29 a, g B h2 + 1.365 y2 a; Bh (2.8) 

R Shi p resis tance in b r a s h ice. 

B Hull beam in feet. 

h Ice thickness in feet . 

g = Acceleration of gravity. 

a1= Density of ice . 

Milano (1975) attempted to analyse the resistance 

experienced by a ship sailing i n mus h ice, however he 
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neglected the friction effect and assumed that the ice pieces 

are displaced in a transverse direction only. These 

assumptions and others have been challenged by a number of 

researchers, and this in turn has limited the applicability 

of his approach . 

By assuming the Mohr-coulomb failure criterion, Mellor 

(1980) derived the following analytical relationship for brash 

ice ship resistance : 

R ~ [1+2 ~.(K, + K,N)]B RP 

Where: R = Ship resistance in brash ice , 

K1 = L,JB 

L, = Bo•,.,. length. 

I<, r.,;s 

(2 .9) 

!...2 Afterbody length in continuous contact with ice. 

11e = Effective friction coefficient. 

B Ship beam. 

N A factor of uncertain value but less than unity. 

RP Force per unit width of a brash ice layer in the 

(Rankine) passive loading state, which can 

be expressed a~ : 

R• ~o.5[(1+siM)/(1-sint)] (1-n)o1g(1-o;/ow)h2 (2.10) 
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Where: t Internal friction angle of brash ice. 

n = Porosity of the b"":"dsh ice. 

a; = Density of ice . 

aw = Density of water. 

Another empirical relationship for brash ice ship hull 

resistance has been proposed by Greisman ( 1981) : 

r=(R/R0 ) (hofh) (LofL) " 5=L0+23.4(V/ gL-0.12)"5 (2.11) 

Where: Ra,, h0 and Lo are arbitrary values selected to 

normalize resistance force R, ice thickness h, and 

hull length L, respectively. 

Based on full scale field measurements of U'5CGC Katmai 

Bay in brash ice, Vance (1980) developed the following 

relationships for ship resistance in brash ice of thicknesses 

o.46 and 1.22 meters respectively : 

Where: R = Ship resistance in brash ice. 
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at:. = Difference in density between ice and water. 

ai = Density of ice. 

Kitazawa and Ettema, 1986 developed resistance expression 

for ships moving with creeping speed in rubble-ice. 

It is clear that the existing equations, or 

relationships, represent empirical expressions and they are, 

therefore, very limited in their applications to certain 

types of ships "Jr certain ice conditions . Although some of 

the overall ship dimensions have been included with these 

expressions, no information was available on the type and 

shape of the t· ull forms used in their development. 

Furthermore, a number of empirical coefficients and 

parameters have to be calculated from graphs which have not 

been provided by the Russian authors. It is also clear that 

a number of Russian authors have reported on the same research 

activities in the U. S . S . R. The relations proposed (e g Eqs 

2.3, 2.5, 2 . 6) are very similar in nature. 

The above expressions, although they may provide some 

guidance, are limited in their usefullness and application for 

the prediction of resistance for any given ship hull. The 

review of literature conducted has demonstrated and justified 

the need for a more comprehensive resistance formulation 

undertaken in this study . 
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2. 6 APPLICATION OF EXISTING ME':'HOOS 

The existing ship resistance prediction methods vary 

from empirical to semi-empirical formulations based on model 

and full scale results for paricular hull forms. Application 

of these methods on other hull forrus is risky and very 

approximate and should be treated carefully . In addition 

finding the values of the relevant empirical coefficient is 

impossible in some cases. Nevertheless two methods have been 

applied on an existing hull form to develop a feeling for an 

"order of magnitude" of ship resistance in broken ice . The 

hull form used is the 11 CCGS Franklin", which is a Canadian R

Class Icebreaker (ship hull form characteristics are given in 

Table 2.1). 

Results of the R-Class ship resistance in broken ice, 

using the empirical equation proposed by Buzuev and Ryvlin, 

(1966) (Egn.2.6), are shown in Fig.2 . 1. The semi-empirical 

equation of Kashtelyan et al (1968) produced the results shown 

in Fig . 2.2. These two methods wet"e used because it was 

possible to estimate the relevant empirical coefficients. It 

is important to notice that both me•hods produced a non-zero 

ship resistance at zero ship speed. 

2.7 SUMMARY 
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TABLE 1.1 

Characteristics of R-Class rcebrealcar 

LENGTH B&TWEtN PERPENDICULARS ( LPPJ, M 
LENC'I'B ON WATeRLINE (LWL), M 

WATERLill! BEAK AT MIOSRIPS, K 
WATERLINI BEAM AT KAXIMUM SECTION, K 
MAXIHOM WATERLINE BEAM, M 

DRAn Af ICIOSHIPS, M 
ORAP'T Ia MAXIMUM SECTION, M 
CRAP'!' AT Arr PERPENDICUt.AR, K 
DRAFT AT fORWARD PERPENDICULAR, M 
EQOIVALEN'l' LEVEL KEEL DRAFT , M 

MAXIMUM SECTION FORWARD OF HIOSHIPS, M 
PARALLEL MIDDLE BODY, FROM, AFT Of MIOSH IPS, H 

TO, FORWARD Of' MIDSHIPS , M 
AREA OF MAXIMUM STATION, SQ. K 

CENTER OF BUO'tA.NC':' FORWARD OF MIDSHIPS I LCB I, M 
CENTER OF BUOYANCY ABOVE KEEL, M 

WETTED SURFACE AR~A. SQ. M 
VOLUME OF O ISPl..a.CEME:-IT, CU . ~ 

OISPl.,1,C£M£:<'r, TO~NES OF SAt.T W"-TER 

CENTER Of FLOATATION FORWARD OF MIDSHIPS ( LCF ), M 
C£NTER OF FLOATATION ABOVE KEEL, M 

AREA OF WATERLINE PLANE, SQ. M 
TRANSVERSE META.CENTRIC RADIUS (81'11, /'1 
t.ONGITUDINAL 1'\tTACENTRIC RAOIUS 18/'\L), /'1 

CENTER OF AREA OF PROFit.E PLANE FORWARO 
OP MIDSHIPS (CLR}, M 

CENTER OP AREA OF' PROFILE PLANE ABOVE KEEL, /'\ 
AREA OF PROFILE PLANE, SQ . /'1 

87.93 
93.00 

19.36 
19 . 36 
19.37 

6.93 
6.97 
7.16 
6. 71 
6.94 

-7.39 
7.39 

-7.39 
123.41 

-0.33 
3 . 88 

Z13S.S2 
7629.2 7 
7820.01) 

-0.69 
6.94 

1439.1 0 
4.89 

96.00 

-o. n 
J.S7 

S62.0S 
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The review of literature conducted as a part of this 

study clearly indicates the shortcomings of existing methods 

for general predictions of ship resistance in broken ice. 

While there are a number of model tests conducted in broken 

ice, particularly in the Soviet Union, results of these tests, 

and others, cannot constitute a useful hull form 

"series" for use with new designs. 

The full scale tests conducted up to the present time 

have been limited to continuous- or brash-ice with very 

limited application to the broken ice resistance problem. This 

is due the difference in the nature of the ice cover and due 

to the type of hull forms used . 

Empirical formulations available in the literature are 

very limited in their use for resistance predictions. This 

is d ;Je to the fact that their development was based on limited 

testing of a few unique vessels. Furthermore, the 

characteristics of the vessels used in most studies, have 

not been available for any reliable interpolation for other 

vessels. As a result of this review, it is clear that in the 

existing ship ice floe resistance formulations, the 

correlation between the resistance e xpressions and the ship 

geometry and the ice floe properties is very limited. These 

expressions therefore, are not suitable for any reliable 

generalized use with ne w ship designs. 
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CHAPTER 3 

THEORETICAL INVESTIGATION - THE MICRO MODEL 

3 e 1 BACKGROUND 

In order to accurately evaluate the maqnitude of ship 

resistance in broken ice covered waters, under a variety of 

operating conditions, an analytical model is presented in this 

study. The model is termed the "Micro Model 11 as it is based 

initially on the interaction of an ice floe with the ship. 

As the ship proceeds in the broken ice it interacts 

with a number of ice floes. The number of interactions will 

depend on the size and concentration of ice floes, the size 

of the ship and the speed of advance of the ship. The forces 

and moments of interaction of one ice floe will be analysed, 

and based on the possible number of floe interactions with 

the ship in a given time interval or distance segment in the 

ship • s path the ship energy loss or resistance increase will 

be evaluated. 

Although a large number of studies are available in 

the literature on the subject of ice impact with ships and 

offshore structures and the related stresses {Varsta et al., 

1977; Edwards et al., 1977; Riska et al., 1983 ;Ghoneim et al. 
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, 1984} , to the author's knowledge no attempts were made to 

develop formulations for ship resistance based on the ice floe 

impact approach . 

3. 2 ASSUMPTIONS 

The analytical treatment of the problem of ship 

resistance in broken ice has been considered by a number of 

researchers in the field of icebreaking to be a difficult 

task. This is due to the fact that a large number of 

parameters related to the ice, the ship and the ship-ice 

interaction mechanism are involved in the process . Indeed, 

the advance of a ship in water covered with broken ice 

fragments represents a challenging mechanical interaction 

process. 

A number of assumptions have been adopted in the 

development of this analytical approach to enable the 

formulation and solution of the ship resistance equations. 

These assumptions concern the ice cover, the ship, the 

interaction process and they can be summarized as follows : 

ICE COVER 

The ice floes are considered to be homogeneous, 

isotropic, and continuous media. The thickness of the 
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ice i's small compared with its horizontal dimensions and 

the size of the ice floe is small compared with the ship 

size. Ice floes are considered as freely floating rigid 

bodies and no pressure exists on the ice cover. The 

drift velocity of the ice floes is small compared to that 

of the ship. 

THE SHIP 

The ship is considered to be rigid body, symmetrical with 

respect to the vertical center line plane. The center 

of gravity is located at the mid ship, on the centerline 

vertical plane . The ship is in the upright position (see 

Fig . 3 . 1} . Ship generated waves are assumed small. 

THE INTERACTION 

The ship speed remains constant during the interaction 

process interval. The ice s h ip contact occurs only at 

the ship's entrance and ice floes remain intact after 

interacting with the ship . The vibration due to impact 

is negligible (impact frequencies are low) as is the ship 

change of trim due to the impact with the ice floe. 

3 . 3 THEORETICAL FORMULATION 
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The interaction between the ship hull and ice floes 

represents an impact or collision process where ice floes are 

forced away from the ship's path . Classical jmpact theories, 

therefore, can be employed for this analysis. Available 

impact theories can be categorized into two main types, either 

the Saint-Venant theory or the Hertz theory (Angle, 1976). 

The Saint-Venant theory is based on the impact vibration 

approach where as the Hertz theory treats the impact as a 

quasi-static process and it has been adopted in this study. 

Consider the ship as a freely floating body advancing 

at a speed v in the positive x-direction. The x, y, and z 

represent a right hand cartisian coordinate system with the 

origin 0 located at the waterline vertically above the ship 1 s 

centt ... .,. of gravity. The x-ax is is pointing forward , they-axis 

is poi11ting to the port side, and the z-axis is pointing 

upward, as shown in Fig.3.2. 

The ship with a mass M then collides with an ice floe 

of mass m and velocity v . As a result of the impact momentum 

exchange takes place where the momentum of the ship, defined 

as M. v will change to M. V 1 , where V 1 is the new ship speed 

after impact . 

The change of ship momentum is due to the impact force 

P(t) which appears during the collision duration t' with the 

ice floe. From the principle of conservation of momentum, the 
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impulse and momentum equations for the ship, due to normal 

frictionless impact, can be written in vector form as: 

t' 

M V + J 
D 

Where the integration 

P(t) dt 

t' 

J P(t) dt 
0 

is the duration of the impact. 

M V' (3.1) 

is the impulse N and t' 

For a ship colliding with an ice floe of medium size, 

it is possible to consider the ship as wall-sided at the 

region of floe impacts, furthermore, due to ship symmetry and 

ice floe homogenous distribution, it is possible to assume 

port and starboard symmetrical impacts. The ship rotational 

motion due to impacts can therefore, be ignored. The ship 

impacts and motions have therefore been restricted to the 

horizontal waterline plane. 

For the ship and the ice floe, the conservation of 

linear momentum represented by Eq. 3.1 may be reduced to the 

following relation : 

M v• + m v• M v + m v (3 .2) 

Where M and m are the masses of the ship and the ice flC'e 

respectively, V , v and v• , v' are the ship and ice floe 
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speeds before and after collision respectively . 

In this analysis the initial velocities of the ship 

and the ice floe will be known parameters. In order to find 

the new impact velocities the energy relation is to be used 

as shown in the following equation : 

(3. 3) 

Where e is known as the coefficent of restitution and it 

can be defined as : 

e = ( V '- v') 1 ( V- v ) ( 3. 4) 

From the definition of e and Eqs.J.2 and 3.3, the new 

impact velocities can be defined as 

V' V - (1-e) (rn/ (M+rn)) (V- v) (3 . 5) 

v• v + (1-e) (M/ (M+rn)) (V-v) (3. 6) 

The change in the i-..1.r:etic energy of the system is, 

therefore; 

6E 1/2( (M V ' 2 + rn v' 2)-(M v'+ m v 2)] {3. 7) 
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Substituting Eqs.3.5 and 3.6 into Eq.J.7, the loss of 

kinetic energy due to impact can be written as : 

E1 1/2 (Mm/(M+m)) (1-e) 2(V- v) 2 (3. 8) 

A similar equation has been reached by others including 

Goldsmith (1960) . 

The occurrence of normal impacts between ice floes and 

the ship is limited to normal ship surfaces such as a blunt 

stem or pert:uding appendages. The general case of sloped 

impact is treatec" in section J. 5 

3. 4 SHIP IMPACT WITH :\ NtJX.BER OF ICE FLOES 

The analysis in Section 3 . 3 addresses the impact 

betwee n a ship and a :.ingle ice floe . Equation 3. 8 

represents the ship energy loss due to such an impact. 

However, as the ship advances in ice floe covered water, she 

will continuously experienc~ impact wit.h a number of ice floes 

as shown in Fig . 3. 3 . The number of impacts in a given time 

interval t.;ill dec>end on the ice floe concentration, the size 

of individual ice floes, the s i z e of the ship, the speed of 

advance of tile ship , and the drifting s peed of the ice floes . 
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To study the energy loss due to continuous impact of 

the ship with ice floes an estimate of the number of impacts 

in a given time is required. The Kinetic Theory of Gases 

explains the phenomena of gas particle collisions and the 

relation between collisions and the gas pressure (Halliday 

and Resnick, 1966). This theory is adopted in this study to 

estimate the number of collisions between ice floes and an 

advancing ship. 

Consider the ice floe to have a characteristic length 

d which can be defined as a;k , where a is the floe area 

and k is a shape factor. The ship can be considered at the 

entrance portion as a large circular body of diameter B. A 

collision between the ship and the ice floe can only take 

place when the centers of the two bodies approach within a 

distance equal to, or less than 1/2 ( B+d) of each other, as 

shown in Fig.J.4. The same number of collisions would result 

if the beam of the ship is to be increased by a distance d 

resulting in an effective s hip beam equal to (B+d). The ice 

floe could be reduced, in this case, to only geometrical 

points. As the ship of beam (B+d) advances through ice, it 

will sweep out, in time t, a recta:-.:rle whose width is (B+d) 

and whose length is the distance travelled in time t or V t. 

Hence, if the number of floes per unit area is n, the number 

of collisions in time t, N , will be : 
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Nc n (B+d) V t (3 0 9) 

The number of collisions per unit time or the 

collision frequency c 1' is : 

C,' n (B+d) v (3 .10) 

The average distance between collisions or the mean 

free path of the ship MFP, will be : 

MFP v I Cf I 1 / (n (B+d)] (3 . 11) 

The energy loss due to one collision has been defined 

in Eq.J .S . Using this equation together with Eq.3.10, the 

total energy loss due to continuous impacts per unit time will 

be : 

E, = (n/2) (B+d)V(Mm/( M+m) ) (1-e) 2(V-v) 2 ( 3 .12) 

The e::ergy loss of Eq. 3. 12 represents the ship's energy 

loss and thus the ship must increase it's power to maintain 

her original sailing speed. This loss of the ship power 

indicates an effective increase in the ship resistance due to 

sailing through ice floes. The increase of the ship 
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resistance ~ can be written as 

(3 .13) 

Where Pi is ship power loss due to ice floe impact. 

The number of ice floes per unit area n in Eq. 3 . 12 may 

be expressed in terms of the ice floe conc entration and the 

size or area of individual ice floes as follows : 

n = c 1 a or 

n = c / (kd2 ) (3.14) 

Where C is the ice concentration, a is the ice floe area and 

k is the shape factor for the ice floe. 

Equation 3.12 can, therefore be written as 

E1 = Cf2a (B+d)V(Mtn/(M+rn)) (1-e2) (V-v) 2 

The increase of resistance due to the ship encounter 

with the ice floes will be : 
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R; =C/ 2kd2 (B+d)v'(Mrn/(M+rn)) (1-e) 2 (3 . 16) 

It is c lear from Eq . 3 . 16 that ship resistance increas e 

due to advancing through ice floe covered waters, depends on 

the ice floe size and concentration, ship mass, 

beam and speed, and on the coefficient of restitution between 

the ice and the ship hull . 

3. 5 ICE FLOE IMPACT WITH SHIP ENTRANCE 

Consider the impact between an ice floe and the ship 

hull at the entrance as shown in Fig. 3 . 5. The angle e is 

the incident angle which is equal to t h e slope of the ship's 

waterline at the point of impact . Angl e 9 1 is the reflected 

angle of the ice floe after impact. The i mpact impulse N has 

two components, tangential component N1 a nd normal component 

Nn. The impulse and momentum r e lati ons for the ice floe will 

be : 

-m V sine + Nn m v' sine, (3 .17) 

m V sine - N1 m v' case, (3 .18) 

N, r 0' I (3 . 19) 
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Similar to Eq. 3. 4, the coefficient of restitution e 

can be defined as 

e = v' sine, 1 V sine (J. 20) 

For rough surfaces the coefficient of friction 1J 

governs the relation between N1 and Nn as follows : 

(J .21) 

By solving the above five equations (Appendix II 

contains the solution of the above i mpact equations by 

elimination) it is possible to obtain the reflected speeds of 

the ice floe. The speeds of the ice floe after impact with 

the ship hull will, therefore be : 

(3. 22) 

0' =(mr/ I)V sinB[~(l+e)) (J. 23) 

The kinetic energy of the ice floe after impact with 

the ship will be : 

(3. 24) 
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E1 ~ m v2sin9( {cot9-JI.(l+e) 12+e2 } 

+ \ (m2/I) r'v'sine[~(l+e) ] 2 (3 .25) 

The energy loss due to an impact between a single ice 

floe and ship entrance will therefore be : 

Ei ~. m VZ sin29{csc2e-( (cot9-#(l+e) ) 2+e2] 

-(mr2/I) [~(l+e) ] 2 ) (3.26) 

For short duration impact with negligible stress 

waves and vibrations, the energy loss due to impact is taken 

to be equal to the energy loss from the ship power. This 

power loss is effectively an increase of ship resistance. 

Introducing the expression for the ship ice floe 

encounter rate Eq . 3. 10 and Eq. 3. 14, the total energy loss for 

constant slope entrance ship due to continous impact ·.,ith ice 

floes will be : 

E, = c m v'sin" ( B+d) 1 ( 2kd2 )( csc2e 

-( (cot9-JI.(l+e' ) 2+e2] 

-(mr2/ I) [~(l+e) ) 2 1 (3. 27) 

From the relation between power and resistance, the 

power loss of Eq. 3. 27 can be express ed in terms of increased 
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ship resistance as follows 

Ri = (C m V' sin29(B+d) )/(2kd2) {csc2e 

-{ (cote-~(l+e) ) 2+e2] 

-(mr2/ I) (l'(l+e) ] 2 ) (3. 28) 

The above equation represents a new analytical 

expression for the increase in ship resistance due to sailing 

in ice floe infested waters. This expression has been used 

by Aboulazm .,nd Muggeridge ( 1989a) to calculate the resistance 

of the USCGC Katmai Bay and to compare with full scale field 

measurements reported by Vance (1981) . 

3. 6 ANALYSIS OF REPEATED ICE FLOE IMPACTS 

The previous analysis considered the situation where 

the ice floes collided with the s hip hull or.ly onc-e . However, 

depending on ship parameters, ice parameters and the 

interaction mechanism, repeated impacts may occur. Repeated 

impacts or ice floe impinging occurs when the ship entrance 

collides with the same ice floe more than one time. 

It is clear that the occurence of repeated impacts will 

be associated with Increase in the ship resistance. To 

examine the possibility of repeated impact or ice floe 
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inpinging, consider the me nentum equations in section 3. 5. 

These equations have been solved to find the post impact 

linear and angular velocities of the ice floe v' and 0'. The 

same equations can be used to determine the angle of 

reflection of the ice floe after impact 9 1 as follows : 

e, =tan-1 (e/ (cote-~(l+e)}] (3 . 29) 

After colliding with the ship hull the ice floe will 

have an initial linear v elocity v ' as defined in Eq.J . 22 and 

a direction 8 1 as defined in Eq . 3 . 29 and shown in Fig.3.6 . 

Repeated impact occurence will depend, among other 

things, on the magnitude and direction of the ice floe 

velocity after impact v', 9 1 • To calculate the I=Ossibility 

and the number of repeated impacts it is necessary to examine 

the parameters v' and 9 1 and the motion response, as a 

function of time, of the ice floes after impact. 

From the Equations for v' and 9 1 , it is clear that 

both parameters are functions of the coefficient of 

restitution, the coefficient of friction and the angle of 

incidence. In the special case where the coefficient of 

restitution e is equal to zero , the impact will be completely 

plastic and the reflection angle will be equal to zero. This 

case indicates that after the impact the ice floe will remain 
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in contact with the ship hull and it will only slide over the 

hull creating friction drag . 

In the general case where 0 < e < 1 the ice floe will 

aquire a speed v' ir. the direction 9 1 after tt.e impact. The 

distance travelled by the ice floe, as a fur.ction of time, 

after impact., ~c:.n be determined from the equatior. of motion 

of the ice floe, as a floating rigid body, in sea water. This 

initial value problem can be represented by the following 

equation : 

m' w" + b w' + c w -D(w,v) (3. 30) 

Where m' is the virtual mass of the ice floe (equal to the 

mass of ice floe plus the added mass of water} and b and c are 

the damping and restoring coefficients. D(w ,v) is a summation 

of all water drag forces ac ting on the ice floe . The terms 

w", w' ;;,nd w are the accelerat i on, velocity and displacement 

of the ice floe, respectively . 

For horizontdl ice floe motion with no vibration , 

Eq. 3. 30 can be reduced to : 

-D(w, v ) (3. 31) 

The wa ter drag forces a c ting on the ice floe consist 
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of the form drag and the skin !riction drag. Introducing the 

expressions for ice floe form drag force and skin frictic:"". 

drag force into Eq. 3. 31, tb"" equation of motion of the ice 

floe, as a floating rigid body, will be : 

m' W11 (3.32) 

Where At is the under water area projected perpendicular 

to the direction of motion of the ice floe , A, is the ice 

floe surface area. The parameters c1 and C1 are the form 

drag coefficient and skin friction coeff icient respectively. 

Equation 3. 32 may be written as 

(3. 33) 

For :r:elatively slow ice floe speeds, the coefficients 

c. and <; are assumed to be inaepe11dent of the velocity v. 

Equation 3. 33 can therefore, be solved by separation of 

variables as follows : 

dvjv (3. 34) 
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k' (3. 35) 

Where k' is a parametet· equal to ( o,.j2m') (AtC1+A,C,) 

Solution of this integral equation will yield 

v' exp(-k'w) (3. 36) 

Equation 3. 36 expresses the speed of the ice floe v 

after impact as a function of ice floe displacement. A 

similar equation can be developed for the rotational velocity 

of the ice floe. The linear velocity of the ice floe 

presented in Eqn 3. 36 may be expressed in series form as: 

v = v' [1- (k'w) + l/2(k'w) - •.•.. ] (3.37) 

Considering the first two terms in the series, the 

ice floe will come to stop at the following approximate 

distance: 

w = 1/k' 

(3. 38) 
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The time displacement relationship for the ice floe 

after impact with the ship can be obtained from Eq.3.36 

where 

dwjdt v• exp(-k'w) 

By separation of variables; 

w 

I exp(k'w)dw 
0 

t 

J v'dt 
0 

hence t 1/v 'k (exp(kw)-1] 

or w (1/k) ln (v 'k't+l) 

(3. 39) 

(3. 40) 

(3. 41) 

Where w represents the distance travelled by the ice floe 

after impact . This distance will be reduced if the ice floe 

is to collide with another ice floe. 

Rep...:~ted impacts between an ice floe and the ship is 

assu!!led to take place when the transverse projection of t.· .· 

distance travelled by the ice floe after impact from Eq . 3 . 38 

fall short of the half beam of the ship, as shown in Fig. 3. 7 . 

In th.i.s case t he sh ip will collide a second time with the 

floe . Thjs collis ion may be repeated a number of times until 
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the ice floe is completely cleared from the path of the ship. 

This condition can be represented in equation form as : 

W COS/3 < Q+d (3. 42a) 

or sin(9+8d/K' < Q + d (3. 42b) 

Where: Q Distance between the point of impact and the 

maximum beam . 

{3 Reflected v• direction with the y-axis. It is 

equal to (71"/2 - (8+9,)) 

3 . 7 EFFECT OF REPEATED IMPACTS 

The occurrence of repeated imp~cts will result in an 

increase in the number of collisions per unit tit~~-::, between 

ice floes and the ship. Consequently, the energy loss by the 

ship will increase as a result of repeated impl'!cts. The number 

of collisions per unit time has been given in Eq.3.8 and from 

this equation, the number of collisions per unit length of 

ship projected beam, per unit time will be : 

N' n V (3 . .;3) 
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The expression for the distance Win Eq .3.42 represents 

the condition required for the occurrence of repeated impacts. 

Repeated impacts will, therefore, occur in the area described 

by B+d-(2Q.cosp) and the number of extra collisions due to 

repeated impacts are: 

N" n V (B+d-(2Q cos,6)] {3. 44) 

The percentage increase in the number of impacts wil l 

be: 

6N nV(B+d-(2Q cos~)] 1 nV(B+d) {3 . 45) 

or 

6N ( B+d-2Q cos~) 1 ( B+d) {3 .46) 

Accounting for repeated impacts, the total number of 

impacts per unit time N1 will be : 

N, ~ nV(B+d) (l+6N) {3 .47) 

The expression for the increase of ship resistance due 

to ice floes, Eq.J.2B, has been adjusted for the number of 

impacts . per unit time, to include repeated impacts . 

Resistance increase will, there fore , be : 
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Ri (Crnifsin29(B+d) (l+ON) )/(2kd2) {csc2e 

-((cote- JJ.(l+e) ) 2+e2] 

- (mr'/I) [I' ( l+e) l' I (3. 48) 

Equation (3. 48) represents a new analytical model 

(MICRO MODEL) to calculate the ship resistance increase due 

to navigation in broken or pack ice. This model includes many 

important ice and ship parameters relevant to the proces!:i of 

ship advance in waters covered with broken ice. 

'!'his model can be used for the initial evaluation of 

ship resistance for USI:! in new ship design and for evaluation 

of ship trip time for existing ships in a given ice condition 

in a given route. 

3. 8 MICRO MODEL APPL tCATIONS 

The theoretical basis on which the Micro Model was 

developed and the assumptions adopted in the development of 

the model have introduced some limitations on the application 

of the Micro Model to general ship resistance prediction. The 

Micro Model is suitable for ships advancing at moderate speeds 

in waters covered with relatively small concentrations of 

small ice floes. The Micro Model may not be suitable for slow 

ship speeds and for high ice floe concentrations due to the 
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limited ice floe ship impacts. Nu~erical calculations using 

the Micro Model applied t o the R-Class icebreaker are 

presented i n chapter 9. 
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CHAPTER 4 

THEORETICAL INVESTIGATION - THE MACRO MODEL 

4. l. BACKGROUND 

The resistance of a ship advancing through ice floe 

infested waters is evaluated, in this chapter, baseJ on an 

analytical model which has been termed the "MACRO MODEL". 

This MACRO MODEL has been developed to calculate the ship 

resistance in broken ice covered waters based on the treatment 

of ice floes as an extended ice and water cover. As the ship 

advances through the water surface that is covered with broken 

ice fragments it displaces a water surface area which has 

previously been covered with ice fragments, and in doing so 

the ship has to exert work to move the ice pieces away from 

her path. The rate of exerting work represents the increase 

of ship power requirement due to ice. The increase in ship 

power is a direct result of ship resistance increase due to 

ice. 

As mentioned in the previous chapter, the magnitude of 

the ice drag or the resistance encou11tered by the ship, as she 

sweeps ice fragments from her path, will depend on the 

characteristics of both the ship and the ice cover a~ will 
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as the speed of t he ship. The main ship characteristics 

influencing the rnagni tude of resi~tance are the ship beam B, 

the length of waterplane ent rancP 1, the shape of the 

waterplane entrance curve and the coefficient of friction 

between the ice and ship hull surface. The major ice 

parameters affecti ng ship resistance are ice fragment size, 

shape and thic~ness and the ice type and concentration. Ship 

speed represents a very important parameter affecting 

resistance magnitude, a:3 the speed of the ship together with 

the ice concentration determine the rate of ice floe encounter 

as well as the extent of the ice cover disturbed by the ship . 

4. 2 ANALYTICAL FORMULATION 

This analytical model is baset.l on the formulation of 

the motion and the water dra g of the ice fragments as they 

move away from the ship's path. The assumptions presented in 

the previous chapter regarding the ship and the ice cover have 

also been adopted for this model. However for a relatively 

slow ship advancing in high concentration ice cover, the 

impact and inertia forces are assumed to be relatively small 

compared with the forces due to fluid drag experienced by the 

ice floes. 

To formulate this a nalytical mo · .l, consider a ship 
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advancing at a steady forward speed V in the positive x

direction in wa t ers cove:.-ed with b>:"oken ice fragments as 

shown in Fig.4.1. A.s the ship advances forward it 

will continuously s weep a number of ice floes away from her 

path, and ?S a result of this s weeping process the ship will 

t .e acted upon by ice forces normal and tangential to its hull . 

The resultant of these forces in the x- d1rection represents 

the increase in ship resistance. 

4. 2 . 1 THE IC'E BOUNDARY LAYER CONCEPT 

As the ship advances in broken ice covered water a 

finite number of ice flrJes will be disturbed by the ship. 

This distubance wil l cover a surface area surrounding the ship 

hull extending from the ship sides t o an outside boundary. 

It is the refo re, important t o introduce a new concept 

to defi ne the region of ice floe disturbancP. ~n.-'1 ':a be calle d 

the 11Ice Boundary Layer", or 11 IBL" for short. The Ice 

Boundary Layer may be defined as the hor izontal transverse 

water surface area o r layer surrounding the ship where the 

advance Jf the ship is felt by the ice floes. The ice floes 

inside the· "IBL" are therefo. e, disturbed and compacted by the 

ice floes d i splaced by the advancing ship. Figure 4. 2 shows 

the ice b oundary layer s urrounding the advancing s hip . 
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4.2.2 ICE BOUNDARY U..YER THICKNESS 

The thickness of the ice boundary lC!.yer generated by 

advancing ship depends on many parameters r~lated to the ship 

and to the ice Cloe coverage. For relatively small ice floes 

the thickness of ice boundary layer depends em "the ice floe 

shape and concentration and on the increasing ship entrance 

beam or ship entrance slope. As a ship of beam y (x) advances, 

a t.ransverse strip of unit width having ice floes of area 

Cy(x} will be removed and accomodated in the boundary layer 

voids represented by 6;K<= ( 1-C). The thickness of the Ice 

Boundary Layer "6;" can, therefore, be presented by the 

following relation (Fig.4.3}: 

(4 .la) 

Where: y(x)= The beam of the ship entrance at any length x. 

C Ice ccncantratiun. 

Ke Ice floe compacting coefficient. 

The ice floe compacting coefficient Ke depends on the 

shape of the ice fragments and on the size distribution of 

the ice floes. The m.aximutn value of this coefficient is one 

and it occurs for relatively small ice floes. Assuming a 
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value of unity for the compacting coefficient ( C=lOO% inside 

the IBL) the ice boundary layer thickness will be: 

6; C y(x)/(1-C) (4.lb) 

For a ship advancing at relatively slow speed, in 

moderate ice concentration, normal hull forces are mainly due 

to the movement of a number of ice floes against water drag 

inside the ice boundary layer. The hydrodynamic ice drag is 

due to the skin friction of the ice cove:- and the form drag 

of ice fragments. The magnitude of water drag of the ice 

floes, inside the boundary layer, represents a very important 

factor in calculating ship resistance. Based on the 

formulation of the ice water drag, it is possible to calculate 

the ice normal and tangential forces on the ship hulL The 

ship resistance increase due to ice can be found from the 

componenets of these forces in the forward x-direction. 

The ship waterplane shape in the x-y plane can be 

p4esented by the curve y=f (x) where maximum y equals to 

B/2 , x=O at the start of parallel middle body and y equals 

1 at the stem. The origin, therefore, lies at the ship 

centerline at the start of the parallel body. The angle 0 

represents the slope of the entrance curve with the x-axis 

where; 
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tans = y 1 -dyfdx; (4.2a) 

sine = dyjds and (4. 2b) 

case = dxjds. (4.2C) 

(. 2. 3 ICE ELEMENT FORCES 

Consider an e lement of length ds on the entrance hull 

curve y=f(x), as shown in Fig.4.4 . As the ship advances in 

the ice cover this element will be acted upon by the normal 

ice force dFn and the tangential ice forc e dFt. The 

relationship between these forces can be taken as 

(4. 3) 

Where: J.l is the coeffic£nt of friction between the ice and 

the ship hull surface . 

In order to calculate the total normal and tangential 

forces on the ship entrance it is convenient to initially 

formulate an expression for th~ normal force per unit length 

fn, the total force can then be obtained by the integration 

of fn over the entire ship hull entance for both the port 
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and the starboard sides. 

From the fundamentals of fluid mechanics , the normal 

force due to water drag of an ice cover of unit width f" can 

be written as : 

Where: A5 and ~ are the surface area and projected areas of 

the ice floes. 

Cs and c1 are the skin friction and form drag 

coefficients. 

a,. is the sea water density and Vn is the ice floe 

velocity normal to the ship hull. 

The value of normal ice force per unit waterline 

entrance length f 0 in Eq. 4. 4 can be found by evaluating ice 

areas and speed parameters. This will be done in the 

following sections. 

The velocity vn represents the ve locity of ice floe 

motion in a direction normal to the water! ine entrance curve. 

It can be expressed as: 
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(4.5) 

The angle a represents the slope of tangent to 

waterline entrance curve with the x-axis. The area A. is the 

horizontal surface area of ice floes contained in an element 

of water surface area. The water surface element ha~ a width 

equal to unity and a length equal to the thickness of the ice 

boundary layer 61• For relatively small ice floes the 

thickness of the ice boundary laye.c 6; at any ship station 

x can be obtained from the expression for ice boundary layer 

thickness {Eq. 4 . 1) . 

The water surface element has, therefore, an icc area 

equal to; 

dA, [C y(X)/(1-C)) cos9.1 (4.6a) 

or dA, y(X)/[(1-C)(y' 2 +1) 112 ) (4 .6b) 

The area A, is the frontal submerged area of ice floes 

contained in an element of water surface area. This area is 

projected perpendicular to the normal ice speed direction. For 

water surface area with unit width, this area can be expressed 

as; 

d~ JC/K h,. (4. 7) 
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Where: C = Ice concentration. 

hw= Draft of ice floes. 

K = Ice floe form factor. 

The expressions developed in Eqs. 4. 5 , 4 . 6 and 4. 7 for 

Vn, A,, At can be substituted in Eq. 4. 4 , and the normal ice 

force per unit waterline entrance length wil l therefore, be: 

fn=l/2aw v2si n2e [ Cy ( x) cosec, I ( 1-C) 

+jCJK hwCd (4 . 8) 

The total normal i.::e force acting on the ship can be 

obtained from Eq. 4. 8 by integrating fn over the entire 

length of the ship entrance for the port and st"l.rboard sides: 

F, (4.9) 

Similarly the total tangential force will be 

4. 3 SHIP RESISTANCE INCREASE 

Ship resistance due to ice can, therefore, be obtained 
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from the x-components of both the tangential and normal total 

ice forces (Fig.4.5), as follows : 

(4.11) 

or Ri = 2fn (dy.fds)ds + 2~fn (dxjds)ds 

(4 .12) 

Substituting the express~on for fn from Eq. 4. 7 into 

Eq.4.12; 

Ri = awv2sin28[Cy (X) cos8Csf ( 1-C) + )C/k hwCtJdy 

+a.~v"sin9(Cy(x)cos8CJ(l-C)+ jCjk h.,C1]dx (4.13) 

Equation 4. 13 represents tne expression for the 

increase in ship resistance due to ice floes Ri. Besides the 

increase in resistance due to ice drag a portion of the ship's 

energy is used to bring the ice floes up to the normal 

velocity of the ship hull. This energy loss to the ship 

represents an added increase in ship resistance. This added 

resistance will be formulated in the following section. 

The energy transferP.d to an element of ice floe cover 

will be : 
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Fig • .c.s Resultant of :Ice Forces on Ship Bull 
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E l/2dMTsin29 (4 . 14) 

The mass of the ice flue cover element will be 

restricted to the inside of the ice boundary layer thickness 

and it can be expre!ised as : 

dM 2 C y(X) h 0; COS8/(l-C) ds (4 .15) 

The increase in ship resistance will therefore be: 

R1 =[o; v2h C/(1(1-C)) ] sin2ecos8y(x)ds (4 . 16a) 

or R1 =(o; ifhC/(1(1-C))] sin2ecosey(x)dy (4.16b) 

The resistance increase expressed in the above equation 

can be added to the ice resistance in Eq. 4.13 and the total 

ice resistance will, therefore, i.le : 

+a;ifh(C/(1(1-C) ]s in2ecose ydy (4.17) 
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Equation 4. 17 represents an analytical model {MACRO 

HODEL) for the calculation of ship resistance in different 

ice conditions in the early design sta3es. 

4. 4 EFFECT OF SHIP HULL FORM 

It is clear from the Macro Model expression that the 

resistance of a ship due to ice floe depends on ship beam, 

ship entrance length, ice concentration, shape of the ice 

floes, the square of ship speed, coefficient of friction 

between ice and ship hull and the shape function of the ship 

waterline entrance y=f(x). Also the r~'>istance of the ship 

will depend on the water drag of the ice floes. 

Depending on the complexity of the shape function 

y=f(x) representing the entrance part of the ship, ship ice 

floe resist.'lnce Ril can be calculated by performing the 

integrations in the right hand side of Eq.4.17 either through 

direct integration or numerical integration. 

Appendix III contains the integration fom of Eqs.4.17 

for a general hull entrance shape function. This integration 

can be simplified for functionally defined hull geometry such 

as circular, parabolic or elliptic forms. For constant slope 

hull entrance the MACRO MODEL can be simplified to the 

following form 
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Rit = 1/2 [a.,.. v2 0:2 1 (a+.u) 1 (a2+1)]. 

(CC, 12a/ ( (1-c) (a2+1) ' 12 ) + 2h,.c,JC/K] 

+ 1/8 a, 11- h c a2a2; ( ( 1-C) (a2+1)) (4 . 18) 

Equation 4. 18 represents the ship resistance increase 

due to ice floes for constant sloped entrance ships. This 

equation can be used for simplified hull forms or for 

segmented hull entrance, as shown in Fig. 4. 6. This equation 

represents a special case of the MACRO MODEL for use with 

simplified hull forms . 

The Macro Model is an analyt.ical calculation tool for 

the estimation of ship resistance in broken or pack ice. It 

is more suitable for the s i tuation of relatively slow ship 

speeds and for small ice floes. 

4. S MACRO MODEL APPLICATION 

The Macro Model was developed based on the formulation 

of the ice floe ship imposed motion and the ice floe water 

drag . The impact between the ice floes and the ship have been 

ignored. This ship ice floe interaction senario occurs only 

when the sh~p is advancing at low speed in small ice floes. 
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Fig. 4. 6 segmented Ship Hull Entrance 
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Consequently the Macro Model is only applicable to relatively 

slow ship speeds in moderate concentrations of small ice 

floes. Numerical results of the Macro Model applied to 

existing ship hull are presented in chapter 9. 
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CHAPTER 5 

NUMERICAL CALCULATION - DISCRETE ELEMENT METHOD 

5. 1 BACKGROUND 

The finite element <ne:thod has been used successfully 

for many years to study the st.resses and pressures in a 

continuous and homogenulls medium. However, for discontinuous 

media, or for ... dpid and large scale element displacement (such 

as a failure mechanism), the standard finite element method · 

ceases to be accurate. For this reason, other types of 

discrete element methods have been developed. While the 

standard finite element method is based on the analysis of 

forces and displacements at the nodal points which exist 

between the elements. The discrete element method is based 

on the formulation of the force and displacement relationships 

for the centroid of each discrete element resulting from the 

interaction with other elements. 

In the early seventies, Cundall (197la) presented a 

new discrete finite element mt:thod which he called the 

distinct element method, to study the packing and the 

movements of a granular medium (rock blocks). Cundall (197lb) 

then developed a computer model to simulate large scale 
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movements in 'blocks of rocks, based on the distinct element 

method. The distinct element method is basically a numerical 

model describing the kinematic and t .he dynamic behaviour of 

assemblies of solid blocks. The interaction C'f the 'blocks' 

is monitored contact by contact, and the motion of the blocks 

are modelled block by block. 

Since the time that method was first proposed , several 

forms of distinct elements computer codes have been developed 

with new added features, such as, block defermation, non

linear inelastic behaviour of joints, plastic behaviour and 

fluid flow and fluid pressure generation in joints and voids. 

Kaw"' ·· ( 1977) proposed a new discrete method which he 

termed the Rigid Body Spring Method (RBSM), for the study of 

failure mechanisms in structures. 

5.2 RESISTANCE IN BROKEN ICE: DISTINCT ELEMENT APPROACH 

The two models presented in the previous chapters 

represent new analytical methods for the calculation of the 

;hip resistanc~ in broken ice or floe ice . As part of the 

stud:t of ship performance in broken ice different numerical 

finite element approaches ha,.-e been investigated for possible 

use for ship ice resistance calculation. It is clear that a 

discrete element for.o.ulation is more sui table for representing 
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the ship advance in broken ice covers more accurately. The 

discrete element method has therefore, been adopted, for the 

first time, to simulate the ice floe motion and the 

interaction between the ice floes and a ship. The distinct 

element method has been used successfully for many years 

{CUndall, 1971, Cundall, 1978 and others) in the rock 

mechanics field. 

Due to the similarity between rock blocks and ice floe 

formation the distinc~... element method is, therefore more 

suitable than other numerical techniques for ice floe 

simulation. The distinct element method has been introduced 

as a new numerical method for the calculation of ship 

resistance in pack ice by Aboulazm and Muggeridge (1989b). 

The distinct element method is basically an explicit 

numerical technique describing the kinematic and the dynamic 

behaviour of discrete elements (ice blocks) . The interaction 

of the ice floes is monitored contact by contact, and the 

motion of the ice floes are modelled block by block. 

The equilibrium between the ice floes, the displacement 

and the contact forces of the floes are found through a series 

of calculations tracing the movements of individual ice floes. 

The numerical calculations of the ice floe behaviour is based 

on the cyclic time step marching technique . The calculations 

alternate between the application of Newton 1 s second law and 
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the force displacement law at the contact betw.:.en the ice 

floes or the ice floes and the ship (as shown in Fig. 5.1). 

In these calculations icc floes experience very little 

deformation in comparison to their motion as rigid bodies. 

A simplified distinct element formulation has 

therefore, heen developed and presented in this thesis to 

simulate the interaction between advancing ship, the ice floes 

and the resulting ship resistance increase due to the ice 

fragments . The motion of the ship in the ice cover and the 

subsequant displacement of the ice floes have been analysed 

using the time step marching approach. 

5. 2 • 1 ASSUMPTIONS 

In the process of interaction between the ship and a 

number of ice floes the following assumptions have been 

adopted for the distinct element formulation and the time step 

approach: 

- The accelerations of ice floes and the ship are 

constant during a time step. 

- During a single time step, a disturbance does not 

propagate from any ice floe further than its immediate 

neighbouring ice floes . 
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Force/Displacement 
Law 

Equation of Motion 

Fig. 5.1 Force Displacement Relations 

DISPLACEMENTS 
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- The forces acting on any ice floe are only due to 

other floes in contact with it. 

- Oanrping forces are constant during a time step. 

- The motion resulting from forces acting on ice floe 

fallow Newton's 2nd law. 

- Deformation of any individual ice floe is much smaller 

than displacement of ice cover . Ice floes are therefore 

treated as rigid bodies. 

- overlaping is assumed mathematically (not physically) 

for use with time step to simulate ice floe displacement. 

5. 3 ICE FLOE FORCES AND DISPLACEMENTS 

As the ship advances into the ice floe covered water 

a number of ice floes are displaced from their original 

positions. To analyse the displacement of the ice floes by 

the ship and the resulting ice forces and ship resistance 

increase, the case of two body interaction will be considered 

in more detail . 

Consider the inteaction between the two ice floes 

and j and their contact shown in Fig. 5. 2. The coordinates 

(x1, yi) , (x1, yi) and {xc, yc) represent the global coordinates 

of the centroids of the ice floe i , the ice floe j and the 

contact point between the two ice floes (Cundall, 1974). The 
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Piq .. 5.2 Coordinate system for Ice Floes in contact 
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displacement of the contact point in the x and y directions, 

as shown in Fig.5.2 , will be: 

The displacement of the contact point in normal and 

tangential directions will be : 

(5.3) 

(5. 4) 

As shown in Fig. 5. 3, the normal and tangential forces 

at the contact point will, therefore be : 

(5.5) 

(5. 6) 

The forces at the centroids of the ice floes i and j 

due to the contact force, in the x and y directions, are shown 

in Fig.5.4 and they will be: 
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Fig. 5. 3 Contact Forces Between 'rwo Ice Floes 
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Piq. 5. 4 Total Forces and Moments Actinq on Ice Floes 
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(5. 7) 

(5. 8) 

(5. 9) 

(5 . 10) 

If the forces F11 load and Fy load represent the external 

forces acting on the ice floe i, the total forces and moments 

acting at the centoid of this ice floe will be : 

(5.11) 

(5.12) 

(5.13) 

From Newton • s second law the velocities of the centroid 

of the ice floe i, are shown in Fig. 5. 5 and they can be 

written as : 

(5.14) 
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Pig. 5. s Velocities ot Ice Floes 
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(~.15) 

(5.16) 

The displacement of the ice floe, as shown in Fig. 5. 6, 

can therefore be calculated from : 

u; 

' 
u ·i 

' 
Ot (5.17) 

Uix U.ix 6t (5.18) 

¢' ¢j 6t (5.19) 

The interaction between the ice the floes and the ship 

will involve the displacement of the ice floes and as a result 

forces will be generated between the ice floes and the ship 

hul.L as shown in Fig. 5. 7. 

5. 4 NUMERICAL TIME MA.qCHING SCiiEME 

The ..:alculation cycle presented above is an explicit 

numerical method which marches time forward by very small time 

step 6t. This explicit method assumes that, in one time 

step, a given block can only communica-:.e with its rearest 
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Fiq . 5. 6 Disp1acements of :Iee Floes 
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l'iq.5.7 Ice Floes Interaction with Ship Entrance 
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neighbors. 

The one cycle presented can then be repeated again and 

again to obtain the required displacements and forces. The 

displacement of each ice floe is traced and updated after each 

time interval through a 

Fig.5.8. 

x-y mesh of boxes as shown in 

5. 5 APPLICATION TO SHIP RESISTANCE PROBLEM 

The analytical formulation for the distinct element 

method presented above has been incorporated in a computer 

program to facilitate the calculation of forces of a number 

of ice floes for a large number of time steps. The computer 

model "RBM" was developed in 1978 as a base line two 

dimensional distinct element program (complete description and 

listing of the RBM program is given by Cundall et al., 1978). 

This program has been updated, modified and extended to tackle 

the broken ice forces problem and the problem of ship 

resistance in broken ice. The new version of "RBM" has been 

termed "OICER 11 (for Distinct element ICE Resistance). The 

computer programs 11 RBM" as well as "DICER" are written in 

FORTRAN language and they consist of a number of subroutine.;; 

which define and run the ice floe domain problem . The program 

DICER can model a large number of assemblies of arbitrary ice 
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floes which may be in contact or not. Consideration of ice 

floe geometry, number of ice floes, number of calculation 

cycles and the size of time step is limited by computer memory 

and speed. 

The distinct element approach, introduced in this 

thesis for the calculation of ship resistance in broken ice, 

can be applied on ships advancing at medium speeds in high 

concentration ice floes. The ice floes are to be relatively 

large and have straight sides with a minimum number of sides 

and corners. 
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CHAPTER 6 

EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION 

6 • 1 BACKGROUND 

To design or operate ships for operation in ice 

infested waters it is necessary to predict the performance 

qualities (resistance versus speed) of these ships in 

anticipated ice conditions. The study and prediction of ship 

performance in ice floe covered waters can be accomplished 

through a number of approaches. 

As demonstrated in the previous sections it is possible 

to formulate analytical and numerical models to calculate the 

resistance of a ship in a given ice condition, however these 

models, as well as others, have to be val ida ted against known 

results before being widely accepted as design tools. 

In some cases it is possible to build and test a full

scale prototype ship to find and formulate some form of 

empirical relations for ship resistance predictions. This 

approach is clearly expensive, however, a number of existing 

ships operating in the ice are collecting data either during 

their routine operation or through designed ice expeditions. 

The use of reduced scale physical models for ship study 
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in open waters has been a valid technique for the prediction 

of ship resistance since the last century. Physical model 

testing provides a relatively inexpensive way to predict ship 

resistance with a minimum requirement for time and effort. 

However, physical modelling is limited to the accuracy of the 

instruments used and to the scale relations adopted. 

Ship model testing in simulated ice has been conducted 

in a number of countrie.-:; in the last half century. These model 

testing activities were mos tly restricted to the study of ship 

r esistance in continous ice sheets. 

Very few model tests were conducted in simulated broken 

ice. As a part of the present ship resistance study a model 

test experiment in simulated broken ice has been undertaken 

and is described in this and the following chapter. 

6 • 2 EXPERIMENTAL PARAMETERS 

The main objective of ship model testing is to measure 

the resistance of the model as it advances in different 

simulated ice conditions. The parameters involved in model 

testing are numerous and they can be categorized into three 

main groups, namely, the ship parameters, the ice floe cover 

parameters and the parameters related to the interaction 

process between the ice floes a nd the ship . 
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The ship models used in model testing are usually 

geometrically scaled down from proposed prototype ship 

dimensions or from existing full scale vessels by a suitable 

scaling factor. The model will, therefore, be geometrically 

similar to the full scale ship. For resistance tests the 

model is only prepared as a bare hull with appendages (such 

as skegs, rudders) without the propeller. 

In testing ship model resistance in simulated broken 

ice, the ice parameters of major importance are the size of 

ice floes, the thickness of ice sheet and the ice floe 

concentration (represented in 1/10 fractions). In this type 

of test the strength of the ice has a relatively minor effect 

due to the lack of any ice breaidng, particularly when 

considering ice floes of moderate size . The modelling 

approach can be considered, in this case, as a total 

hydrodynamic modelling which does follow Froude model laws. 

No attempt, therefore, was made to model the structure 

properties of the ice or any ship structure flexibility. 

6 • 3 SCALING LAWS 

In order to construct and perform physical modelling 

experiments, it is important to adopt suitable similitude 

rules. Similitude rules can be obtained by three different 
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approaches, namely dimensional analysis, similitude of 

forces and the general method of comparing the equations of 

motion and ice resistance in the model and prototype. In 

comparing prototype and model, three types of similitude 

between the model and the prototype are generally 

considered : 

- Geometrical similarity where the ratios of all 

similar length dimensions are equal to a constant. 

II - Kinematic similarity where all similar particles 

travel geometrically similar paths and the ratios 

of velocities are equal to a constant. 

III- Dynamic similarity where the forces on the prototype 

are related to the forces on the model by a 

constant. 

A model is said to be in complete similitude if it has 

geometric, kinematic and dynamic similitude. This is always 

a goal in physical modelling and it is seldom obtained in 

practice due to incompatable scaling requirements . This 

limitation, however, does not hinder the use fullness of the 

results, provided the deviations are of secondary importance. 

6. 4 MODELLING THE SHIP IN ICE 
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To obtain close similarity in modelling ships in ice 

floes the forces involved must be examined. In the 

interaction process between ship and ice floes, the total 

ship resistance force can be broken down into components, and 

it can be written as : 

R,. + R; (6 .1) 

Where: Rt Total ship resistance 

Rw Resistance in open water 

Ri Re · istance due to ice floes. 

In the case of navigation in broken ice covered waters, 

with small and mediam size ice blocks, breaking of ice seldom 

takes place . As a result resistance due to ice Ri involves 

only the process of pushing or sweeping of ice pieces by the 

ship away from her path. Consequently modelling of ships in 

broken ice pieces or ice floe infested waters can be taken as 

hydrodynamical modelling and for this type of modelling Froude 

scaling laws should apply. 

Table (6.1) shows the similarity relations for 

modelling vessels in ice floe covered water. These relations 

describe the geometry, speed and resistance for the full scale 

ship as compared with the model results. 
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TABLE 6.1 

Similar! ty Relation s tor Modelling 

Length L p ALm 

Beam Bp >Bm 

Drift T 
p >Tm 

Force F 
p 

>. 3p 
m 

Disl'lacement ", •'" m 

Velocity v 
p 

/). v 
m m 

Time t p I> tm 

Torque () >'O ··p ·m 

Thrust THP > 3 TH 
m 

Power pdp ).. 3. 5 p 
dm 

Gravity gp gm 

Thickness h >h m p 

I ce Length lp l m 

Coefficient of f f m Fricti on p 

Visocosity up u m 

Densi ty of Water pwp Pwm 

De nsity of Ice pip Pi m 

.... :here: p = prototype, m = model, >. :::::: geometric scale factor 
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The next chapter describes and reports on a model 

testing program conducted at the towing tank of Memorial 

University as part of this study. 

6. 5 SHIP MODEL CORRELATION 

From the model testing program in simulated broken ice, 

it is important to use the test results to predict the 

resistance for existing or proposed full scale ships. This 

can be done through the Froude !Tiodelling approach, where the 

measured model resistance forces are scaled up to predict the 

full scale ship resistance. 

As mentioned before the total model resistance measured 

can be divided into two major componentsi resistance due to 

open water and resistance due to ice floes. The resistance 

due to ice floes has been isolated by running the same ship 

models in open water under the exact same conditions as the 

ice floe tests. The resistance due to ice floes has 

therefore, been taken as the difference between measured total 

ship model resistance and measured open water resistance of 

the model. 

Based on Froude modelling the ice resistance per unit 

ship mass (i.e. the specific resistance) should be the same 

for both the ship model and the full scale ship, i.e.: 
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(6. 2) 

Where: Rim Ice floe resistance of the model, which is equal 

to the difference between measured total 

resistance of the model in ice and the open 

water resistance of the model. 

~P Ice floe resistance of the prototype ship. 

M = Mass of the full scale ship. 

rn = Mass of the ship model . 

From the above principle the full scale ship ice 

resistance can, therefore, be written as: 

(6. 3) 

Where ~ is the model scale. 

To predict the total resistance of a prototype ship, 

the open water resistance has to be established . Open water 

resistance of a full scale ship can be obtained through 

conventional naval architecture methods such as model testing 

in open water, standard series calculation methods or 

theoretical resistance calculations. The total full scale 
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ship resistance in icc floe covered waters will therefore be: 

R,p R., + R;p (6.4) 

This resistance is usually termed bare hull ship 

resistance. To make use of this resistance magnitude in ship 

design and powering requirements , it is necessary to include 

the appendages and their effects on ship resistance. Also 

ship resistance allowance should be made for the type of 

service the ship will be engaged in. The resistance service 

allowance and. appendage effects are necessary to reach the 

required ship thrust power. The ship required engine power 

can be calculated using conventional naval architecture 

methods. 

It is clear that both the ship resistance and the power 

requirement depend on the speed of advance of the ship. It 

is, therefore, important to calculate the tota.L ship 

resistance in the speed range requ ired in the ship operation. 

Calculation of ship resistance and power are essential for the 

purpose of designing new ships to operate in perceived ice 

conditions and for the prediction of speed of advance of 

existing ships in given ice cover conditions. 
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CHAPTER 7 

HODEL TESTING 

1. 1 BACKGROUND 

As part of the study of ship resistance in broken ice, 

a series of model tests were conducted. This was necessary 

to obtain some model results and to verify the results 

obtained by analytical and numerical models. The model 

experiments were conducted at the towing tank facilities in 

the Faculty of Engineering at Memorial University. 

In developing the model test program, the similarity 

relations and the model full scale correlations presented in 

the previous chapte:r have been adopted. 

7. 2 EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT 

The ship model towing experiments were conducted in 

the towing tank of Memorial University of Newfoundland. 

Located on the North Side of the Campus of the University, 

the tank is built of reinforced concrete and has inside 

dimensions of 58 . 27 meters length, 4.57 meters width and 3.04 

meters depth,as shown in Fig. 7 .1. The operating water depth 
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in the tank is 1.83 meter and lower . At one end (West end), 

the tank is equipped with a hydraulically operated piston type 

wave generator where an aluminum waveboa rd is driven by a 

hydraulic actuator with 48.8 kn force capability over a 0.25 

meter stroke. The wave tank has glass viewing windows 

installed along one side of the t ank. These windows are used 

for observations and video recording. At the east end of the 

tank a wave dissipating parabolic beach is constructed of wood 

grids mounted on top of an aluminum frame . A complete 

description of the tank was given by Murray and Muggeridge 

(1981) before the carriage and the new beach were installed. 

7 . 2 • l TOWING CARRIAGE 

The tank is equipped with towing carriage (see 

Fig. 7 .2). The carriage is designed to run on rails installed 

on the sides of the tank . Although the overall inside length 

of the tank is 61 meters, the wavemaker takes a leng~h of 5 

meters and the beach occupies 4. 6 meters. The rema ~-ning 

effective length of the tank to be used for towing is 

approximately 49 meters . The maximum speed of the carriage 

is 5 mjsec, and the normal operating speed is 3 mjsec. The 

speed control on the carriage can achieve and repeat a steady 

speed of o. 05 % of set speed. Also , the carriage has 
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Fig.7.2 Towing Carriage 
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acceleration control which controls the acceleration and 

deceleration of the carriage in the range of 0 . 1 to 0.5 

gravitational acceleration. The carriage can travel at very 

low speeds and is equipped with three types of braking 

systems. A complete description of the towing carrige is 

given by Hsiung et al (1981). 

7. 2. 2 ICE COVER MODEL 

The ice cover has been modelled to accurately simulate 

the interaction between ship, water and the ice. In 

attempting to model the ice cover researchers have used 

different materials such as polyethylene, polypropylene, wood, 

paraffin wax and frozen water (with additives) to produce 

artificial ice . 

In this study, due to the hydrodynamic modelling 

approach, the model ice was constructed from fragments of wax. 

The wax has an average thickness of 0.0375 meters (1.5 meters 

full scale), an approximate relative density of 0.88 and a 

friction coefficient of 0 . 2. A large number of wax pieces 

were prepared and spread over the water surface to simulated 

a given ice concentration. Low concentration ice floes in the 

towing tank are shown in Fig. 7. 3 and high concentration shown 

in Fig. 7.4. Two sizes of wax pieces were used, large 
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Fiq.7.3 Model Ice Floe, Low concentration 
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Fig.7.4 Model Ice Floe, High Concentration 
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fragments with an area of 0. 032 square meters and small 

fragments with an area of 0. 016 square meters. The shape of 

wax fragments was triangular for both sizes. As it was 

practically difficult to cover the whole tank with ice floes, 

a channel of wood was constructed to reduce the amount of ice 

floes or wax required. The channel extended a length of 2 6. 0 

meters, has a width of 2. 13 meters (more than four times the 

model beam) and it was centered in the tank . 

7 .2.3 SHIP MODEL 

Ship models are usually built to reduced scale using 

different materials such as wood or fiberglass. In this study 

the model used i s a 1: 4 0 model of the canadian Coast Guard R

Class icebreaker which was built of fiberglass from a mould 

supplied by the National Research Council's Institute of 

Marine Dynamics. The characteristics of the R-Class model are 

presente d by Ne wbury ( 1984) . 

7 . 3 TYPICAL TEST RON 

Before the start of the test the ice friction coeffici ent 

was measured using tilting surface method. In a typical test 

run thereafter, the dynamomete r was calibrated then the ship 
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model was attached to the carriage and the instruments were 

initialized. The ice cover was distributed over the water 

surface and the carriage speed and acceleration were set (see 

Fig . 7. 5) . The carriage was then driven until it reached the 

assigned speed the dynamometer lock pin was then removed and 

the resistance recording started. Before the carriage was 

to slow down the lock pin was inserted to stop the force 

recording and to prevent any damage due to carriage 

deceleration. The resistance measured was recorded on a strip 

chart recorder over the test run duration. 

The model test runs were repeated for different ship 

speeds starting with slow speed and ending with the highest 

possible practical speed. Two ice floe sizes were used and 

the model test runs were repeated for different ice 

concentrations and different ship models (see Fig. 7. 6 and 

Fig. 7.7). 
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Pig.7.5 Ship Model Test Run 
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Fiq.7.6 Ship Model Bow in Simulated Broken Ice 
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Fig.7.7 Ship Model Stern in Simulated Broken Ice 
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CHAPTER 8 

FULL SCALE SHIP TESTS 

8. 1 BACKGROUND 

Field measurements of ship performance in ice have been 

practised for some time. Ice expeditions started as early as 

the last century when explorers looked for the North-West 

Passage. 

In recent years a number of ice e xpeditions were 

conducted includin-:: the famous 11 Manhattan Project" where the 

"SS Manhattan" sailed accross the North-West Passage between 

the Atlantic and the Pacific Oceans (Gray and Maybourn, 1981; 

Mookhock, Voelker and DeBord, 1981). 

Most ice expeditions have a number of functions to 

accomplish , most i mportant from the naval architecture view 

point, are the n:'!sistance a nd power of the s hip in different 

ice conditions. Ice condition may vary from continuous ice 

sheet and ice ridges to pack or broken ice. 

Field measurements of ship performance in broken ice 

or ice floe covered waters have not so far been treated as 

independent ship-in-ice testing programs . Most reported field 

tests were initiated for the purpose of measuring ship 
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performance in consolidated ice sheet. All efforts were 

geared to measuring ship powering and speeds in different 

ice thicknesses, and in some cases tests were done to measure 

hull stresses. The reported results of ship resistance in 

broken ice were therefore byproducts of ship field programs, 

These measurements were taken as ships were steaming through 

different ice conditions enroute to and from the designated 

testing area. 

A limited number of field tests in broken ice were 

reported in the area of navigation in broken channels created 

by icebreakers. 

8. 2 PROBLEMS WITH FULL SCALE TESTS 

Although full scale ship resistance measurements 

represent a realistic ship resistance indication for a given 

ship a number of problems are associated with full scale field 

testing : 

1. Field tests are very expensive endeavours. 

2. One or two field tests are not enough to develop new 

methods for ship resistance predictions. 

3. A number of ship hull forms have to be used with 

some form of systematic variation of hull form 
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parameters in order to develop a useful prediction 

method. Once again this is almost impossible due 

to the cost. 

4. It is impossible to measure ship resistance in the 

field and as a result only shaft thrust can be 

measured. The thrust then has to be translated into 

ship resistance using thru~t deduction factors which 

is usually based on ope. 1 water data. 

5. The sp~ed ot the ship has to be measured 

approximately. 

6. The ice floe condition is very diffcult to define. 

The concentration, thickness and size of ice floes 

defined in most based on visual 

observations which can be subjective. 

7. It is difficult to create any variation in the ice 

condition, such as ice concentration or thickness. 

This variation is important for any parametric 

study. 

8. The environmental forces such as current, wind and 

waves and their effects on the ice floes are usually 

ignored. These forces may have significant effects 

on the pressure on the ice field and therefore 

affect the thrust measurements. 
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Full scale ship resistance measurements should 

therefore be viewed as supportive and verifying tools for 

other analytical and numerical ship resistance prediction 

methods. 

8 • 3 ICEBREAKERS 

The available open literature indicates that most full 

scale ship tests were done on icebreaker type ships (Edward 

et al., 1972; German and Lawrence , 1975 ; Nobel et al. , 1978; 

Edward et al. , 1981; Vance et al., 1981; Hellman and Schwarz, 

1983). This was due to t .e fact that ships designed to break 

the ice were built lor. J before any commercial icebreaking 

ship. A number of icebreaker test expeditions were conducted 

in Europe, in the Soviet Union and in North America. These 

tests were conducted in lakes, oceans andjor rivers. Most 

full scale tests of icebreakers were performed in continuous 

sheet ice as such i ce defined the upper limit of most 

icebreakers power. Very little me~surements for icebreakers 

in broken ice have taken place. 

The Canadian icebreaker 11 CCGS :?ranklin" was partly 

tested in fragmented ice during two probes of Lake Melville, 

Labrador, where measurements were made of ship perfm.:mance 

and of the ice conditions (Michailidis and Murdey, 1981). 
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Although the tests did not cover a useful range of broken 

ice, the "CCGS Franklin 11 results have been used in this thesis 

as an example of full scale results in broken ice. The values 

of the thrust measured for different ship speed in different 

fragmented ice conditions for the CCGS Franklin are shown in 

Table 8.1. The ice floe conditions during the tests consisted 

of a combination of brash ice, small ice f l oes and large ice 

floes with different concentrations and having average 

thickness of 0.65 meters. No information was available on the 

exact size of the brash ice. 

The American 11USCGC Katrnai Bayn was also tested in 

fragmented ice (Vance et al, 1981) . Results from these tests 

have been used for comparison and validation of an analytical 

broken ice ship resistance model (Aboulazm and Muggeridge, 

19B9a). 

Other full s :::ale tests were performed in brash river 

ice (Ashton et al, 1972). However the total number of field 

measurements of ship resistance in broken ice, available in 

the open literature is very limited. 

8. 4 COMMERCIAL SHIPS IN ICE 

Up to recent years very few commercial ships were 

designed to break an ice sheet, however a number of ships were 
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TABLE 8.1 

R-CLASS ICEBREAKER CCGS FRANKLIN 
FULL SCALE TEST RESULTS 

(After Michailidis and Murdey, 1981) 

Ship Speed Thrust Ice Condition 
(m/s) (kN) 

2 . 26 168.4 sot Brash , 35% 1. 5-l. 8 
3.0-4.0 m. 

3 . 91 204 . 2 60% Brash , 30% 1. 2-1.8 
3 . 0-4.6 m. 

4. 42 249.4 60% Brash , 25% 1. 2-1.8 
3.0-4.0 m. 

5 . 29 318.8 70% Brash, 20% 1.2-1.8 
1.8-2.4 m. 

6 . 17 388 . 6 70% Brash, 20% 1.2-1.8 
3. 0-4 . 6 m. 

m, 1 5 % 

m, 1 5% 

m, 15% 

m, lOt 

m, 10% 

7 . 30 428.5 60% Brash, 35% 1.2-1.8 m, 5% 
3 . 0-4. 6 m. 

7 . 71 548 . 1 60% Brash, 40% 1.2-2.4 m. 

8.22 667.6 60% Brash, 40% 1.2-2.4 
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designed to safely navigate in light ice conditions or to 

follow icebreakers in heavy ice conditions. Very few results 

are available on the full scale total ship resistance in ice, 

particularly pack ice or broke n i ce for commercial vessels . 

However a numbe r of full sca l e experiments were conducted on 

icebreaking bulk carriers and tankers (German et al, 1981; 

Gray and Maybourn, 1981; Makinen and Roose,1977; TDC,1981). 

8. 5 OTHER VESSELS 

Other types of vessel s have been designed and tested 

for operation in ice covered waters . The offshore supply 

vessels required for operation on the Canadian East Coast and 

the Beafourt Sea requ i re special ice navigation 

considera tions. 

A number of these powe r fu l ice classed supply vessels 

have been tested in i c e cov ered waters (Ghoniem et al , 1984). 

Ashton et al (19 7 2) repo rted on full scale field 

measurements of a river push tug in the Mississippi River. 

8 . 6 SUMMARY 

Full scale ship resistance measurements in ice in 

general, and in broken ice in particular, represent an 
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important research tool for understanding and predicting ship 

resitance in ice. Howev~r due to the cost involved in this 

type of testing, a very limited number of field tests have 

been performed. 

A full scale field measurement of ship resistance in 

broken ice was beyond the scope of this thesis. Beside the 

cost and the time required to perform a successful! full scale 

field testing program, field testing can not easily produce 

a variety of broken ice conditions, such as ice floe 

concentration, size and concentration, to verify analytical 

and numerical models. Neverthless the results from available 

full scale testing of the R-Class icebreaker have been used 

for comparison with the analytical and numerical ship 

resistar~ce results for very limited ice conditions. 
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CHAPTER 9 

RESULTS AND COMPARISONS 

9.1 GENERAL 

The study presented in this dissertation covers 

different approaches to the problem of ship resistance in 

broken ice covered waters. Analytical solutions of this 

problem are been presented on the basis of two theoretical 

models, the MICRO MODEL and the MACRO MODEL as well as the 

numerical distinct element approach. Calculations using these 

models were carried out on a real ship hull form of the 

canadian R-Class ice breaker "CCGS Franklin". Results of 

these calculations are presented in this chapter. 

Model tests were also conducted on a 1/40 model of the 

"CCGS Franklin" running in simulated broken ice covered water. 

These tests were conducted in conjunction with the analytical 

and numerical formulations of the broken ice ship resistance 

to compare and verify the results. The results obtained from 

model experiments, in a variety of operating conditions, are 

presented in this chapter. 

Although no part of thi5: study was devoted to 

conducting full scale ship field tests in natural broken ice, 
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a number of test results available in the open literature have 

been collected and presented in this thesis . Full scale field 

tests have been used for the comparison with results from both 

the theoretical and physical model test methods. 

9 ~ 2 MICRO-MODEL RESULTS 

The MICRO MODEL developed in chapter 3 has been used 

to predict the ship resistance in different conditions of 

broken ice for different ship speeds. As shown from Eq. 3. 48, 

the resistance of the ship in broken ice depends on a number 

of parameters related to the ship, the ice floe cover and to 

the interaction process. In order to make use of the model 

for a given ship, the numerical v alues of these parameters 

have to be established . Discussions of these parameters and 

their values are given in the following sections. 

The coefficient of friction between the ice floes anri 

the ship hull depends on a number of factors such as, surface 

roughness of the hull, type and temperature of the ice and the 

ice loading rate. A number of studies have bE::en conrlucted to 

measure the coefficient of friction of ice and the effects of 

the above factors (Makinen, Lahti and Rirnppi, 1975; Keinonen 

and Nyman, 1979). In this study the average value of 0.15 was 

taken initially for the numerical calculation . It was felt 
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that this value represented an average value for general 

numerical predictions, however, for specific cases it is 

always possible to conduc t t est s to e stablish the coeff ici ent 

of friction under a given ope-rating environment. 

The added mass coefficient of ice floes depends on a 

number of parameters such as the size and the draft of the ice 

floe and the water depth. The added mass c oefficient for a 

variety of body s h apes has been reported by Blevins {1979). 

For this study the added mass coeffic ient was taken as unity , 

which is a n acceptable value for approximate general use . 

The impact coefficient of restitutio n between the ice 

floes and the ship is an ice mate rial property which depends 

on the mechanic al and phys ical properties o f the ice and on 

the rigidity of the shi p hull. The value o f this coefficient 

has been taken as 0. 1 for this study . This value was based 

on the drop ball experimental work done by Yen et al (1970), 

and Likhomanov and l<he i s in (197 1) . 

A computer model code has been developed for the MICRO 

MODEL formulation and, using this program, a number of 

numerical ship resistance results were obtained. The 

resistance in broken ice was calculated for a the Canadian 

Coast Guard R-c lass ship hull form in different ice 

concentration . A detaile d d escription of the R-class hull 

form and its characteris tics i s given in Table 2 . 1. 
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Figure 9. 1 shows the resistance results for the R-class 

in broken ice cover with concentration of 80%. The size of 

the individual ice floes has been taken as 4 meters, and the 

ice thickness used is 1. 0 meter. The speed of the ship has 

been increased in steps from 0. 5 meters per seconds to 7 . 0 

meters per G':!conds. This speed range covers the possible 

operating range of this vessel in broken ice. For each 

specified ship speed the r esistance was calculated and plotted 

in kN as Shown in Fig. 9 . l. 

To study the effect of the coefficient of friction 

between the ship hull and the ice floe, numerical calculations 

of ship resistance for different friction coefficients were 

performed. Micro Model ship resistance results for friction 

coefficient of 0 . 1 , 0.15 and 0.2 are shown in Fig. 9.2. 

The effect of the coefficient of restitution e 

between the ice f loe and the ship hull on the Micro Model ship 

resis tance predictions is shown in Fig. 9. 3. The values of 

e=O. 05, e=O. 1 and e=O. 15 were used in the calculation. 

9. 3 JI..ACRO-MOOEL RESULTS 

The resistance of a ship due to ice floes was also 

calculated for the "CCGS Franklin" using the Macro Model. As 

shown in Chapter 4 t he Macro Model is based on the calculation 
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of ship resistance in broken ice due to the fluid drag of the 

ice floes as they are displaced by the advancing ship. 

Consequently the Macro Model uses, not only the ice floes and 

ship geometrical parameters, but a number of hydrodynamic 

parameters, such as the skin friction and form drag 

coefficients of the ice floes. 

The skin friction coefficient for ice floes depend on 

the Reynold number which is variab le with ice floe speed, 

however for this study it was taken as an average constant 

value equals to 0 . 1. The form drag coefficient for the ice 

floes, which also depends on the Reynold number, has been 

taken as 2.0 (Horner, 1975; Schlichting, 1979). 

Calculation of ship resistance in broken ice using 

the Macro Model has also been performed on the R-Class 

icebreaker the "CCGS Frankl in 11 in different operating 

conditions. Figure 9. 4 shows the broken ice ship resistance 

of the "CCG Franklin", in kN, for different ship speeds. In 

the Macro Model resistance calculation of the ice floe 

concentration was taken as 80% and the ice floes were 1. 0 

meter thick. 

9. 4 RESULTS FROM DISTINCT ELEME~T ¥.Ei:HOD 

Numerical calculation of ship resistance in broke1, ice 
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has also been performed on the R-Class icebreaker hull form 

using the distinct element method in conjunction with the 

Micro Model. The calculation of ship resistance was performed 

using the program DICER for different ship speeds and for ice 

floe of concentration BO%, ice floe size 4 meters and ice 

thickness 1.0 meter. The sha pe of the individual ice floe 

was taken as triangular. The computer program DICER is 

written in FORTRAN and it has been installed on a Vax computer 

using the VMS operating system. 

Calculation of ship resistance was performed for 

different ship speeds in the range of 1. 0 m/s to 7. a mjs. 

Numerical results of ship resistance in broken ice in kN using 

the program "DICER" are shown in Fig. 9. 5. 

9. 5 RESULTS OF MODEL EXPERIMENTS 

The model test program conducted as part of this 

study covered a number of operating conditions. As mentioned 

before the model used in tne tests is a 1/40 scaled model of 

the R-Class icebreaker tested at different ship speeds, 

however the ice conditions have varied in terms of ice floe 

size and ice ~lee concentration. Two sizes of ice floes have 

been used in the model tests, large ice floes of an area equal 

to 0.032 square meters and small ice floes of an area equal 
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to a. 016 square meter~. Both sizes of ice floes were made of 

triangular shape. The ice floe concentrations were taken as 

50%, 60%, 78.7%, 85%: and 95%: for the small ice floes and so%, 

67.5% and 78 . 7% for the large ice floes. 

Results of model tests obtained are presented in this 

thesis. Figures 9. 6, 9. 7 and 9 . 8 show the resistanc in kN 

for the R-class full scale ship in large ice floes with 50%, 

67% and 78% concentration. The R-Class ship resistance 

results in small ice floes for concentrations of 50%, 60%, 7 8% 

and 85% are s hown i n Figs. 9.9, 9.10 , 9.11 and 9.14!. 

The effect of ship speed on ship resistance, for 

different ice floe concentrations is illustrated in Fig. 9. lJ 

for large ice floes and in Fig. 9.14 for small ice floes. 

The effect of ice floe concentration on ship resistance 

for a given ship speed is shown in Fi g. 9. 15 for large ice 

floes and Fig. 9.16 for s mall ice floe s. 

Although only two sizes of ice floes have been used in 

the tests, the effect of ice floe size o n shi p resistance has 

been demonstrated, in a simplified form, in Fig. 9.17. 

9. 6 FULL SCALE SHIP RESULTS 

Full scal e data for s hip resistance in ice are very 

limited . The most available r esults a r e for the case of ship 
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resistance in sheet ice . However limited full scale data are 

available for a few cases of ship resistance in broken or 

brash ice. 

The resistance of the R-Class ship hull (The CCG 

Franklin) in the field have been measured by Michailidis and 

Murdy, (1981), however it .!.s very difficult to isolate all 

useful parameters due to: 

1 . The total ship thrust was measured and not the 

resistance. !n order to deduct the ship resistance 

from measured thrust one has to use a thrust 

deduction factor which in most cases is based on 

open water data. 

2. The broken ice cover consis ted of a combination of 

brash ice {with no defined size), small broken ice 

and large broken ice at different concentration 

ratios. 

3. The width of the channel relative to the ship beam 

was n'Jt identified as the broken ice ship thrust was 

measured. 

4. Environmental conditions which may have affected the 

pressure in the ice cover have not been recorded. 

With all the problems associated with full scale 
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field measurement in general and the R-Class probe in 

particular, the "CCGS Franklin" results obtained have been 

used for the purpose of general comparison with other 

resistance prediction methods. 

The results for the R-Class total thrust, as measured 

in the field by Michalidis and Murdy ( 1981), are shown in 

Table 8. 1. The total measured ship thrust, as related to ship 

speed, is presented in Fig. 9. 18. The ice floe cover consists 

of brash ice, small ice floes and large ice floes at different 

percentages (Michailidis and Murdy, 1981). The results from 

the CCGS Franklin probe should therefore, be viewed in light 

of the mixed ice floe conditions. 

9.7 SUMMARY 

The results obtained from different analytical, 

numerical methods as well 3S from model towing tests and full 

scale field measurements, have shown that it is possible to 

appr,•ximately predict the resistance of a ship in a given 

broken ice condition. 

The Micro Model can bt~ useful for .:he prediction · f 

ship resistance in broken ice of medium siz~ with l(')W 

concentration. In this type of ice cover the ship will 

collide with ice floes, with possible ship repe&ted impacts 
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with the same ice floes. Ship resistance increase, in this 

type of ice floe encounter condition, is due to ship energy 

loss resulting from ice floe impacts. 

The Macro Hodel can be applied to calculate the ship 

resistance in relatively small ice floes of moderate 

concentrations . Ship resistance in this type of ice is mostly 

due to ice floe drag as they move away under the influence of 

the ship advance. 

The numerical two-dimensional distinct element method 

can be applied to a variety of ice floe conditions. However, 

it is more suitable for relatively large ice floes of high 

concentration. 

Testing of ship models in simulated ice floe covered 

waters is v ery useful tool for the prediction of ship 

resistance for a particular hull . However for establishing 

a systematic series of hull forms a large number cf .no..:!~ls 

have to be tested in different ice conditions. 

Full scal e measurements of ship resistance is an 

expensive and time consuming proposi tion . However, if it is 

possible, full scale tests can be used to verify analytical 

and numerical methods and to analyse the assumptions used with 

these methods. 
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CHAPTER 10 

D.ISCOSSIONS, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

10. 1 GENERAL 

This study was initiated to find ways and means for 

predicting the ship resistance due to ice floes. The study 

folluws four main approaches, namely analytical formulation, 

numerical simulation, physical ship model testing in simulated 

ice floes and full scdle test results from the existing 

literature. Each o .~ these approaches is useful within a 

certain range of ship and ice conditions, however a number of 

assumptions have been adopted for the different approaches. 

The limitations and a!;sumptions built into each approach 

should be cons~dered when using the models developed in this 

thesis. 

10.2 DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 

This study has shown that it is possible to develop 

equations for the fast calculation of ship resistance in 

broken ice covered waters. 

The analytical Micro Nadel was developed on the basis 
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of continu~Jus ice floe impacts with the ship, as the ship 

advances through ice . 'l'he model is useful for t:he prediction 

of ship resistance in the case of medium size ice floes with 

low concentraticn. 

The Macro Model was developed based on the total drag 

of ice floes due to their displacement by the advancing 

ship . This model, 'Jn the other hand, will be applicable for 

reJ.atively small ice floes with high concentration fer 

slow ship speeds. The model is not applicable for very high 

ice floe concentration as the ice floes tend to pile up. This 

limitation is due to the definition of the new Ice Boundary 

Layer concept which has been introduced in this study. 

The distinct element ~:~ethod has been introduced and 

applied to the broken ice problem. The adoption of the 

distinct element method for the calculation of ship resistance 

in broken ice is in its early developmental stages . A number 

of limitations are faced using this approach due to the 

assumptions used in the method. There is a similarity between 

the Micro Model and the distinct element approach and it is 

possible to integrate the Micro Model with a generalized 

distinct elemnt model in the fL ·1re. 

Ship model testing has been made feasible, in this 

study, where the ship and the ice cover were modelled to 

simulate actual ship navigation in ice floe covered waters. 
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The model results have compared favourably with existing 

literature results. 

The ice floe res istance results for the R-Class 

Icebreaker derived from the analytical Micro and Macro Models, 

and from the numerical distinct element method, are shown in 

Fig. 10 . 1. Model test results are also shown in Fig. 10. 1 and 

they are for small ice floes and are modified from Fig.9.11 

to reflert the difference in ice floe thickness tl meter 

thickness inste ad of 1.5 meters), and the ice floe size (4 

meters diameter instead of 5.8 meters}. The full scale 

results presented in Fig . lO.l are for ship thrust data, not 

resistance. Furthermore, the thrust was measured in ice floe 

thickness between 0.65 and 0.8 meters. 

The results t.-om the analytical Micro Model and the 

Macro Model, as well as, the distinct element method results, 

have compared favourably with the resul t.s obtained from the 

physical model testing results. 

The limited available results collected from existing 

full scale experiment data have shown reasonable agreements 

with both the theoretical model results and model testing 

results. 

New analytical and numer i-::al methods and tools for 

calculat ~.on of ship resistance in broken ice have been 

developed and presented in this dissertation. These methods 
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have shown good potential for use with the prediction of ship 

resistance in ice floe covered waters. Dut:. to some of the 

assumptions adopt-. e~ in the anc.l ysis, the models developed are 

approximato and they may be used for the initial design of new 

ships intended for navigation in ice floe covered waters. The 

formulae developed here may also be important for the 

pred:.r.ction of existing ship performance in any p·~r.-:eived pack 

ice waters. 

10.3 RECOMMENDATION FOR FUTURE WORK 

The ice floe ship resistance study presented in this 

dissertation covered diffeJ:ent analytical, experimental and 

full scale grounds. Based on this study a number of 

recommendations can be made for future research work in the 

area of ship performance in pack ice. The following is a 

summary of research and development areas which need to be 

addressed in the future: 

- Extension of resistance models to 3-dimen~ional hull 

representation. 

- More work in the area coefficient of restitution 

between different tyt-es of ice and the ship hull. 

- Probabilistic epresentation of ice floe size and impact 
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frequencies. 

- Dev elopment of a generalized distinct element model , 

taking into account 3-dimensional effects . 

- Study of the limiting ice floe size for icebreaking. 

- Analysis of the effec t of broken ice channel width. 

- Development of model se ries for i ce floe operation 

- Optimization of hull form for ice floe navigation. 

- Ship model testing in a wide range of model ice size, 

concentration, shape, and combination of size and shape. 

Full scale ship testing in different ice floe 

conditions. 

- Study of model and full scale correlations in floe ice. 

- More effort towards the analysis of the full scale 

results. 
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APPENDIX I 
ICE C~SSIPICATION AND GLOSSARY 

(CCG, 1977) 

lktTY Bit - A lute piece or !IO.J.ting zl~Jti~r ic~. sencrally $howin ~ leu than 3 m. above ~a level 
but more than I m. and norm.1Jiy about 100- 300 sq.m. in aru. 

&stt- Situation of a vessel surrounded by itt and unable 10 mon. 
C\J::::I~ - An utensive eraa:nt-shapcd indcnution in the ir:r: tdtt, formed either by wind or 

IJrrult I« - ACCIImlations oF-Jlotlti"l iu made up of rra&mcnu not more than 2 m. acrou, the 
wret.kasc of other forms or icc. 
Otu~ Pt~el 1«- Plltlt. iu in which the conecntntion is 6•8 10 less 1h1n 11& (7110 thru 1110). 

composedofjloamostlyinconu.ct. 
CIIIIIP4~ /u Up - Close. dur-a.t ice tdge compacted by wind or r:tJrrenl, usually on the 

windwud s.ide of an area or p«lr. ict 
COII«<UN#tM -The ratio in cithths or tenths or the su su.rfaec aetually covered by ice to the tou.l 

ara of sea au.rface, both ieceavutd and lctjrH, at aspec:illc location or over a dcftncd a~a . 
CIIIUlllidilutl Pt"l: IC6- Pad. let in which the =nccntration is Ill (10/10) and the floes arc 

frozen tosclhcr. 
Cnu-.l -Any fnCiurc which hu not paned. 

Diffiadt Ala A general qualiutivc a:pRSlion 1:1 indicate. in a relative manner. that the severity or 
io: conditions prcvllilinJ in an area are such that naviaation in it is dil'litulL 

&ry Way- A general qualila tivc upres.sio~to indicate. in a relative manner,that ice conditions 
prcvailinginanucaan:suchthatnavigationinitisnotditficult. 

Fan Itt- Su let which forms and remains rut along the co.uL where it is attached to the shore, 
to an icc wall, to an iu JfOifl. between lhoals or grounded iubtrgs, Vcnica\ nuctuations may be: 
obscr1cd durina chanaQ of sea level. Fut ice may be formed in situ from sea water or by fr~zing of 
po(k fu of any aac to the shore, and 11 may atend 1 few meters or several h11ndred kilometers from 
the ~st. Fa.u icc more than one yeu old may be prclllcd with the appropriate ~~c e2tcgory. old. 
s«ond~ar. or multi·JYOr .. Jr it is thicker than about 2m. above sea level it is called an •u shelf. 

Fasllu Edr -The dcm;~rt"',Uion at :~ny liven time between fut icc and open '-'0/tf. 

Fint·JYar lu - Strl iu of not more than one winter's 1rowth, dcvclopin1 from .•·ou11g •u: 
thidnc:u frCim 30 tm·2m. M;ay be: subdivided into thinfint·ycar irt!.,.dritc iu. nrtdrum ftrst·.•· ror '"
andthid•}'rst:rcuriu. 

Flu-.•- A n:Jt((IW sera rat ion lOne between pad.: icc and rast where tho: poctcs of ICC arc 111 chaouc 
nate. that rnrms when poe/., irr shears under the ctrect o( a stron! wind or current alon! the josr •a 
boulldarylcf.shtoriiiJ/ 

F/11'-' Ltlld- A fl:IUJEcway hctwecn pack i' candfast iuwhich il naviiJhlc hy ~urfat:e vc~~l\ 
Ff«- Any rclat i•·ely flat r iccc o( .r~a it:' 20 m. or more across. Floes arc sut>..lt•·uleoJ ~n:oroJ 1 n1; to 

h,>till'lltal <'XLcnt ;a~ (,lluw~. 

Gtant - o~·er 10 l;m . at:ro!olo V:m -:!-In l;m. acros~ Bi~; - ~011-:! .UUCl m . .ll'W<\ ~!.:oJ1um - lllll · 
50llm. a~·rou Sm:.~ll - ~0- tnO m. anon 

FladHrJ - A mauive f1ie\.'C of uo •u composed of~ hummock or a !rour or ltvmmock.s. frozen 
tO!ethcr ;and s.crara1cll from any icc surroundin!s.lt m~y noa1 ur to Sm. abo•·c the sca level. 

Fru:illu- Fin~ \flu:ule~ or rtatc.t of icc suspended ill water. 

Gl11t:iu Buw- An irro:1uiJrly shar..:d irt/Hrg. 
Gfucit"r /u - kc in or Mi!in:.~ting (rom a g/o(icr, whether on land or tloat in! on lh< 1<':1 as 

iull<r.~.r.hct:!ybits. orr.rnwlcrs. 
Gl"tll~ lu- A l:t.tcr stai<'Of (rccrillg thallfrozil icrwhcn lheerynals h:~ve co~JuiJted to fo rm a 

so';J~J~ar::~11 ~~;'i:tccio~~r~~e:h~~~~L~!'~~!~,:~·h~i~i~f,~:~~~a ;,~~~eo~p::r;n~~:~tly rafts 
undcrprcuurc. 

Gl'(llllfdtd /u- FfOtJiiiiJ iu aaround in shoal water (er. stro11dt"d icc). 
Gl'(l•-/tr- Smaller piece or icc thu a btrg bit or jlotbtr&. orccn transpue111 but appearing green 

or almost blilck in color, cxtending less than I m. above the sea surhcc and normally occurying an 
:uc;ao(ahout20sq. m. 

Hummocfr.td Itt- St"4 itt piled haphaurdly one piece over another 10 form all uneven surf:t.cc. 
When wcachcred it h:~s 1hc aprcarancc or smooth hillocks. 

/ctb.trr- A m:.uivc piece or ia: or greatly varying shape, more than 5 m. iiib<-vc sea level, which 
has broken away from a glacitr, and which may be al!oal or aground. ltcbc:rp may be dC$Cribcd as 
tabular, domc·1hapcd. sloping. pin11ad«<, weathered. or rlocitr bufl. 

let BIUtlt- A whitish !ilueon low clouds above &II aiX\Imlllation or dis1a111 icc. 
/uiHHuul- A hrbor, inlet. ccc~ is said to be: icebound when navi!iat ion by ships is prevented by 

icc, uecpt possibly with the ~uistancc o( 1n icebreaker. 
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I« B-.d~Jry- The dc:m~rca1ion at any &ivcn lime between fa.st iu and ptJck. iu or bctwtoen areas 
or plJd i« or dilrucnt ~tntratitiiU (cf. iu«<tr). 

In Ll~ - The dcmuation u ~ony pvm time between lhc open Ka and ~"' ict of •ny kind, 
whc:lhct futordritting. lt may be tcnncd """P4Cfnlor diffu.u(cf. icr bound4f1). 

Ia FwU- Alu of p4d /crco~istin&ofany s.iuofjfon. which U pater thl.n 10 km. acrou (cf. 
iupottk). _ 

I« F~•- No:ca iu present. n ere m'ly be 50mc icr oflall.:ltxi&i" (c:f. 0/H" waru). 
Ia J .. - AI:! aa:u.mulouion oft roku ri~ ict or ua iuaua.lu in a narrow channeL 
lct htd- AD area of JKJd:.lu leu than 10 tm. acrou. 
/01 U_., ,.,.,,_-lee in which.Ufonnation proccues ue actively occurrin&. hence a potential 

impediment or dan&cr to lhippina. 
!~up TIGI:tlllY- Mo~ than 500 m. wide. 
~Awl- Ju:Jy fNXt~ or p:.~Ua&ew•y lhtoup ua icc which is naviJ&blc by liurfacc vaKls. 
M.tli·yc.r lot - 014 iu up to 3 m. Ql mot: lhidt which hu wtvived 1t leu! rwo iummcn' melt. 

Huii1MOda amootbcr lhan in ucONJ.,or iu. &.D.d lhc ice is almost aalt·frce. Color, whue bate, is 
usually bJue. Mdt petwo axuiJu of tuce izuerooDDeetin& in'cJUlu pvdtdla and a well-d~loped 
dta.i.D.apl)'l&cm. 

N-lc. -A &c:DCta.l tu'11 (ot reccAtly formed ice which ir:dudes ftTUil k~. rmu~ ic~. JIIUA. and 

~t')~~ ~ !Tc'~~e1or~o:;:a: ~~ ~ ;;::~ whid! uc only weakly ftoJ.En to&cthcr (if at 

Niltu- A.th.i.a elastic CNtl or ice, cuily bend in& on waves and swell and under _prcuure, thrusting 
ill a pauun or Uucrloc:kitl& .. fingaa" ffi"ltrraj'tilff). Has a matte: surface and Ill up to 10 ern. in 
lhidneu. May be subdivided into dark rUJas and li&ht.nilas. 

Nip - lc:r: is Wd to nip whm it roreibly preucs acainst a ship. A vcucl "' cauatu, thouch 
undamaccct. is Aid to have bun nip~d. 

Old I«-~. iot which h.u s.u·vtvcd at least one summer' s mel!. Most topographic futures arc 
smoother than onjir:t-~ar icr. May be subdivided into srcO#Id·ytar iu and multi·yrar ict. 
~· P•dl Ia- Paci iu in which the ia:: COIICttltroliOII is J / lto leu than 61& (4/ 10 thru 6110) 

with many ktuis and pc/JtiJGS. and thcjfon ate acncra:ty not in contact with one another. 
raci fer- Term uJ.Cd in a wide J.Cnsc to include any ;area of uoict, other than fast ict, no maucr 

wh.at form it takes or how it is dispo~. 
Rt~ftUrt - Pressure proccncs whereby one piece or icc override!. ;mother. Mou common in '*t"' 

andJounricr(cf . .Ji"turafrintl· 
Ram- An unde:water icc: projection from an ict '010/1. 1Ctjr0111. •ctbtq,. or a.ft(N. Its form ;m on ts 

usually due to more: intensive mchin& and erosion of the: unsubmcr!c:d part. 
Ridtt - A line or wall of broken icc: forcrd up by prn~oure . ~h;- be f1tsh or wu.the1eoJ The 

submeraed volume: of hrolo:cn icc under 1 ridJC forcrd downw;ud~ by _pressure is termed and >U J.. u l 
RotUII let - ~a it:f' which hu become honeycombed 1nd whtch il in an advanced uate of 

disintearation. 
~alt:t- Any form of icc ori&inatinl from the frecl.ins ofJ.Cl. water. 
Sf't:tllld·Yf'ar lu- OIJ it:r which h~s survtvcd only one summer's mel! . Because 11 '' tho~kcr ~nd 

leu dtn'-': !!u.nfirst·.•~ar let, it stands hi!hcr out of the water. In contr~st to multi·}'ttlr •rr. summer 
mcltin! produces a regular pattern of numerous small puddltJ . B~orc p;atchcs and puddle~ ~rc usully 
srecnish·blue. 
S~ Uad- A. /radbetwcc:n pack •ct and the shore or bc: t.,..·ccnpart Itt and an rcr jr0111. 
Slwp - An accumulat ion of sponsy white icc: lump5. a few centimeters ;~cro~s: formed ft om 

rrraJt icr or JlllJh and sometimes from anchor icr risin& to the surface. 
SI11Jil -Snow which is Slturalcd and mi:tcd with water on land or icc surfaces. or as a viscous 

1\0lltinlmassinwatcraftcrahc:avysnowfall. 
Strip - L.onJ narraw area of park irr. about I km. or lC"SS in width. usually compo~d of small 

~~a!u~:~i. dcuchcd from the main mass of icr, and run toscthcr under the inl\uencr of wmd. swell. 

T""f"'- A projection of the icc cd&e up to several kilomctcn in len!th nuscli by wind cr current. 
Yrry Cl•w raci It~ - Pack icc in whtch the: concrntration is 718 10 leu than 818 tW W to lc~s 

than 10110). 
Y~l)' ~~~ raci lt:r- raciic~ in which thc:canctnlratitllf i~ l18to leu than ) /8 ( 1110 th1u 11101 

andwatcrprepondcratesovericc. 
WGtu Slt:y- Dark urc:aks on the unders ide of low cloud' indiotin& the presence of water rc .. turcs 

in thcvicinityofsUJ·ict . 
Y-rlu -Ice in the tnruition Sta&e between niltU and.Jirtt-yt4rict, 10-30 em. in thickncu. May 

be subdivide-d Uno 1"1 icc and I".J'·wltitt icc. 
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APPENDIX II 

SOLUTION OF SHIP-ICE IMPACT EQUATIONS 

The equations governing the impact between an ice floe 

and the ship have been deveolped in Chapter 3. To obtain the 

post impact velocities, these equations are solved by 

elimination as follows: 

-m V sine + Nn = m V' sine, 

m V cos a - N1 = m v' cos a, 

N1 r = n• I 

V' sine, = e v sine 

Nt = IJ. Nn 

(II-1) 

(II-2) 

(II-3) 

(II-4) 

(II-5) 

The above equations may be arranged as follows: 

or 

N1 = m V case - m v' case, 

Nn = m V' sine, + m v sine 

(II-6) 

(II-7) 

From Eqn. (II-5) and dividing Egn. (II-6) by Eqn. (II-7) 

vcose-v' cose, p.V' sin81+JJ.Vsine (II-8) 
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Vcos9-1J.Vsin8=1J.V • sin8 1+V 'cos8 1 

Vcos8-J,LVsin8=V 1 (IJ.sine,+cose,) 

And from Eqn. (II-4) 

or 

or 

Vcos8-J..~.Vsin8:::: ( eVsine;sin9 1 ) {I.Lsin8 1+cos81) 

=eVsine (J.L+cote,) 

Vcot8-JJV=eV (J..I.+cote,) 

e cote, = cot9-JJ - e/.l 

cote, (cote-,u(l+e) ]/e 

Substituting Eqn. (II - 9) in Eqn. (II-4) 

(II-9) 

(II-10) 

Where v• is the linear velocity of the ice floe after 

ship impact. 

Substituting Eqn. (II-9} and Eqn . (II-10) in Eqn . (II-2); 

N1=rnVcos8-mVsine { (cotS-It ( l+e) ] 2+e2 } '1• 
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(cota-~(l+e) }/l [cote-,u.(l+e) ] 2 +e2 )v~ 

N1 mVcos6-mVsine(cose;sin6-J.L (l+e}] 

N1 1-'mV(l+e)sine (II-11) 

Subistituting Eqn. (II-11) in Eqn. (II-J); 

n '= (r/I) J.LmV ( l+e) sine (II-12) 

Where n' is the rotational velocity of the ice floe after ship 

impact. 
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1\PPENDIX III 

INTEGRATION OF THE MACRO MODEL EQU.ATION 

The Macro Model presented in Chapter 4 has been 

developed to calculate the ship resistance in broken or pack 

ice based on the total ice cover. To use this model for any 

ship the right hand side of Eq. 4. 17 has to be integrated for 

any given hull shape function. This has been done as 

follows : 

R; 

From Eq.4.17; 

B/2 

I sin1 8(C C, case y(x)/(1-C) + hwC1 C/K] dy 
0 
1 

J sin ~ e(C c, cess y(x)/(1-C) + hwC1 C/K] dx 
0 

B/2 

+ [a; Chv"; (1 (1-C))) J sine case y dy 
0 

B/2 

III.1 

Ri =(aw vz C Csj ( 1-C) J J sin1 e case y(x) dy 
0 
B/2 

J sin 1 e dy 
0 
1 

J sin 1 9 case y(x) dx 
0 



+ [a;hCV/(1(1-C)) ) 
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1 

J sin:e dx 
0 

B/2 

I sine cose y dy 
0 

III.2 

From the ship waterline entrance shape f:.mction 

y~f(x); 

tane y' 

case 1/ y ' : + 1 

y'= dyjdx 

8/2 

[o.V'CC,/(1-C) 1 J [y" y(x) ;( y"+1)~2 1 dy 
0 
B/2 

+ a.V' h c, C/K J ~y"f(y"+l) 1 dy 
0 

+[a.'' ~ C C,/(l- C)1 

+ (a;h C V/(1(1-C)) 1 

1 

I [y "y(x) /(y "+1) 3121 dx 
0 

I [Y"/(y"+1)1 dx 
0 
B/2 

I ( y.y'j(y"+1)1 dy III.4 
0 

III.3 
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If the entrance shape function y=f (x ) is known, the 

derivative y' can b .? derived and the above equation c a n b e 

integrated . However, if the the shape function is :1ot known 

and the water line is only defined from a given lines plan, 

the entrance waterl i ne in this case can be divided into 

s traight line segments. The integration in the above 

equation can be evaluated for each s egment , as shown in 

Fig. 4. 6, then added for the whole waterline e;1trance. 

For a seqmented water line entrance or for constant 

slope entrance, the resistance R1 in the ab ove equation can 

be calculated as follows : 

The slope of any segment (or waterline entrance) is 

taken as a, where y' = a = constant (or y' = B/ 21) and from 

the above equation; 

B/ 2 
::lJ. ( o.,V2 CC1 a 2 / ((l.-C) (a 2 +1) 312)].(y 2 j 2] 

0 
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B/2 
+ (awv• h Ct C/K o:•j(o: 1 + 1)]. [ y] 

0 

1 
+ [awv•c C5/.l o?j((l-C) (a:1+1) 312)].[ xl/2] 

0 

+ [a;h C v' a/(1. (i-c) (a2+1 ) ] 1. [ y/2 ]812 

0 

+[a; hCv'/(8.1(1-C))][aj(a2+1)].(B2) 

+ [a;h cv'j(8.1(1-C))]. [ a/(a2+1)] . (B2) 

III. 5 

III.6 

III. 7 
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+ [o,h CV2/(B.l.(1-C))].[o/(•2+1)].(B2 ) III.B 

III.9 

This equation can be rearranged to yield the following: 

2 h,C.JC/k] + o,V2 hCB2o/(8. l(1-C) (o2+1)) III.10 

This equation presents the ship resistance in broken 

ice for a constant slope ship entrance. It can be used either 

with simplified hull forms or with segmented hull of any 

given ship e ntrance . 
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